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" ARIEL S

RUNNING COMMENTARY ON RADIO (Continued)

Good for .Sweden.

D.F. in Atlantic Venture.

IREAD that Swedish financiers and
business firms have been expressing

THIS spring two heroic souls are to
I

attempt to cross. the Atlantic in a

fears that the investigations which have

been made into ...the affairs of the late
may cause doubts as to. the
probity of the Swedish nation. Nonsense !
Is there any .nation which has not in its
archives the records of men who flew too
Mr. Kreiger

high, lost 'their heads, and crashed ?

Why, it is recorded that at the' close of
1931 no less -than 89.5 per cent of the
Swedish people had paid for : wireless
licences. That's a good testimonial, surely !

record
"sides" ; over

small boat, the " Enterprise," which

The boss of the show, a Canadian named
C. P. 'Barber, who in the space of 29 days
crossed from, New York to Plymouth in a
cockle -shell last year, has already proved
how invaluable the D.F. apparatus is and
now " swears by it." He hopes to travel via
the Canary Islands, Trinidad, British Honduras, Ctibae and Miami to New York.
Explanation from Grimsby.

AN obliging reader sends me a note of
the argument adduced by the

-Grimsby Town Council in, support of

its claim that radio mains users " should
pay four shillings a year for that privilege.

He says that the town supply is to be

changed from D.C. to. A.C. at a cost of

50,000

4,000 .symphonies
of average length ;
they ought to supply a slate for
users to record the
number - of times
the needle has
played. The reproduction is done through

a special alloy wire wound on a spool

which is fitted with a milled knob for the

control cf volume by shortening or lengthening the wire. The needle is priced
7s. tid.

The League's Radio Station.

LIKE the League of Nations itself, the
League's radio station near Geneva is
of an international character, though
I- think it is just to say that Britain's contribution, a Marconi short-wave transmitter
and aerial, with telephone terminal gear by
Standard Telephones is the most important.
A French company supplied another transmitter ; the Germans were responsible for
receivers and aerials ; Holland supplied
valves, and most of the power gear is Swiss.
ProspectuS Par Excellence.

ONCE upon a time, children, a radio set
was described as so many " turns " of
wire, a sliding 'contact, a bit of some
crystalline substance and various plain

" SHORT WAVES "
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= heard the loud*bassoon."-" Punch."
*
*
=
"I suppose you are enjoying your wireless P" =
"-Yes; the neighbours go out every evening
= .now."-" Answers."
---'
=
=
SUGGESTIONS FOR BRIGHTER

----E.
1-=-'

E

BROADCASTING.

1. Giggle and Gag.-Brain-waves from
two of the most entertaining comedians since
Marcus Aurelius.

-_'.FT_

2. Readings from the Worst Poets.-By
= One of Them.
=
3. Competition Results.-Winner of the =
Disappointing Dialects Orgy-.
=
4. A Debate on "-Should Broadcasting be E
- Broader I "
*

=
7.--7

ostrich -catcher.

"Battery Trouble Free."-Radio Advt.
We shall decline the offer.-" Punch."
BROUGHT UP ON WIRELESS.

Sir Hamilton Harty tells a story of two
children who were disappointed with their
first concert, after being " brought up on
wireless."
" It did not sound right," they said.
" The tone was wrong."-" Daily Sketch."
ii111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111119111111111111111111111

about £29,000, involving also a cost of

£25,000 for converting D.C. wireless sets to
A.C. As half the consumers do not use the

mains for their sets, it was not fair, the

In my present

position I am little more than a target.

When the iron
bedstead man and
the bee - breeder

hibernated

I

thought that I
could - count on
peace till ,June at
_least : 'but here is
someone I.1, T., of
41tegible) Who,hav-

ing cast my horoscope, declares that I am going to be in-

volved with a man who holds a mortgage on
a snake farm in Florida. Cast the horoscope
away, there's a nice fellow. Can't you cast
something without mortgages and snakes ?-

The Queen's Hall " Proms."

THE famous Promenade concerts at the
Queen's Hall will begin on August. 6th
and continue for eight weeks, thus
.

concluding on October 1st: Sir Henry Wood

is the conductor, of

course;_

for the 38th

year in succession.
Was there ever a record like that ? Were
there ever such magical concerts ? If you
have never attended one of them do try to

do so this year, for it will be a fine and
unforgettable experience.

But pick a night when music which you
think you can enjoy is to be playedand
book your seats early. You cannot promenade at a Prom. Packed
!

TRUTH IN ADVERTISING.

The Council estimated the cost of conversion at about
per set; hence one
calculates that Grimsby has 5,000 mains operated sets in use-one for every four
or five families or so. Pretty good !

pity. that no epithets are applied to the
acid in the accumulators which this set

for the sale of Dutch cheeses, or an

=

is made that a B.B.C. rendering
= of Complaint
" The Ancient Mariner " was over= powered by the orchestral accompaniment.
" The listener -in, he cursed the din, for he

' latest era is said to
possess S up erhet. circuit; rubber
chassis mounting ;
continuous variable micro -tone
control e impregnated condenser,
laboratory sealed ;
noise - eliminating

between chassis and cabinet ; electrodynamic type speaker, stethoscope -tested ;
and pentode for reserve power. What a

New Attack on " Ariel."
MY goodness! 1 wish I were; an agent

-:-

Council thought, that they should be asked
to pay the -whole cost of the conversion.

power transformer and tone -tested audiotransformer ; super control valves ; threepoint shielding ; acoustic -synchronisation

does not need !

e'1111161111161IHMIIMIIIIIIIIIMIlitelellI1111111111111111111111111E-.

condensers. Now

America -the

Did you not think of all this ?

Will carry direction -finding wireless - gear.

Do Old Needles Ever Dip ?

FROM Switzerland comes the latest and
longest -lived pattern - of gramophone
needle, :called the Dynamic Super
Power Permanent." This needle is said to
be capable of being played 50,000
times. Phew!'

kind of flower. Oh, Hertz ! Oh,.Marconi !

Wireless Prevents Unusual Risk.

IN Salford Police Court, recently, it was
I revealed how radio helped a shipping
company to avoid a risk of a heavy monetary loss. Two stowaways were found
aboard the s.s.

Trongate, Ant-

werp to Buenos Aires.e Had the
men been kept

aboard

till

the

vessel docked at
Buenos Aires the
authorities there

would

have demanded 'a £250

bond, to be -forfeited if the men escaped from 110 ship.
The Master sent A radio message to his
owners and on their instructions asked
another ship of the same line, bound to
England, to take the culprits over,, which

The Iron Bedstead is Sold.
THANK the stars ! The iron bedstead was done,
fellow has got up and sold it. At a
Thank You-!
" roup," which 1 take to be Scots forACOLLECTIVE
" Thanks " to all who
" auction:wrote -to me about O.K.N. Lots of
My sole prayer is now that he will not
the answers were different, but the
join forces with the bee bloke, who attributes
'

the reduction in saccharine in honey to the
London Regional. My private opinion is

that bees don't care, but this bee fellow
evidently thinks that bees' antennae are

distracted by the Regional programmes and
thus do not guide their wearers- to the best

goodwill is mighty warming.
Strange, how potent is a common hobby

to keep the milk of human kindness fresh
and creamy. Really, men are O.K. ; it's the
politicians and financiers who spoil thingswhat with wars and all,.
ARIEL
-
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T SUPPOSE we know less about microphones' and loudspeakers than about
any other component in the long chain

run. Similarly the X speaker may make a

LOUDSPEAKERS

betvireen original and reproduced sound.

In this third article of his special new

may, therefore, facilely be summed up as a
loudspeaker which makes a pleasing noise.

has some particularly outspoken
comments to make regarding loudspeakers. But above all he is
eminently practical and his words

What constitutes a good loudspeaker

But there are other qualities which re-

quire a good deal of consideration. Firstly,
what of the characteristic of the set ? May
one not say quite easily, " Yes, I like that,"

series, our Chief Radio Consultant

constitute constructively helpful
criticism which should assist many
readers in their endeavours to

and then on taking the speaker home to

Iachieve satisfying radio reception.

Secondly, what of the efficiency of the
- A point frequently missed.
speaker ?

coil speaker. The frying noise was awful.

your set say " Urn ! now 1 don't like that."

Thirdly, what of the loudspeaker's quality
to continue to please ? At first blush one
may, for instance, revel in the deep bass
" oomp " but may one not soon get very
tired of a resonant bass ?
Let us take these points in order. First,
then, the question of the set with which the
speaker is

to be used. I have heard

speaker§ on a straight-line input which
were definitely deficient in bass. Put
them on a good old peak tuned circuit and
the result may well be better because the
excess of bass in the input may compensate

far louder noise than the Y speaker, but
perhaps the X speaker is much more greedy
and absorbs more power.

Now, it's true you don't exactly pay for
power . directly, and provided your last
valve will give the power it is quite allowable to' use the apparently most sensitive
speaker. You must be sure, however, that
in fact the speaker is not so greedy as to
overload your output and so produce dis
tortion. As a sort of guide, but a very
imperfect one, you should be aware of the
D.C. resistance of the speaker.

I could hardly hear the music through it.
I changed the set to a detector and two note mag. and forced reaction. The hiss

died down a lot, but the " comp ." was

I then took the " straight-line " set
and connected it to a moving -iron speaker
with a characteristic which fell fairly rapidly
after 5,000 cycles. The results were fair,
but, the bass was thin and there was still a
little hiss.
awful.

Quite a Different Effect.

Not an Obvious Point.

This is usually around 1,000 ohms. If a
given speaker sounds much louder on a
given output than another, verify the
relative resistances. You may find one is
only louder because it has a lower resistance. If you can get a 2,000 -ohm loudspeaker, for example, to be as loud as a
1,000 -ohm speaker, then you will know

you've got something really efficient in the
2,000 -ohm speaker.

Lastly, as to quality itself. Walk into a

I then tried the detector and two L.F.

shop, hear a speaker playing lunch-time

all frying, and put in a very satisfactory

music of the slow, swoopy and sentimental

for the lack of bass in the reproducer.
Nearly every speaker lacks true bass in

with the moving -iron speaker and eliminated

some degree.

bass.

So with a given set and given speaker

type-how lovely ! How the bass comes
out and what sweet music ! You buy the

Showing up the Peaks.
The moving .coil designer. however, " puts

theoretically bad characteristicloudspeaker.

the salient .characteristics of the lesser

in " lots of bass by making the whole

diaphragm resonate around the 100 -cycle
mark. We all remember the early moving
coils which went oomp-ssh--; very dreadful
they were. If they were connected to a
peak tuned set they " oomped " more dreadfully than ever. Then, again, moving -coil
speakers rrequen1ly possess a high resonance peak among the 5 or 6 thousands.

A set with a moderately straight-line

input characteristic allows this resonance
full play. The 4, 5 to 6 thousand gamut is
a band of frequencies which comprise the
background frying noise which comes in
when the station received is weak.
I once did the following experiment.

I took a set with a moderately straightline characteristic.

I tuned into 5 G B

(in daylight) in London,

I used a moving -

I got a worth -while result, but it was a
theoretically bad characteristic set and a
The moving -coil and straight-line characteris
tic set wab not acceptable.

This is an illustration of the fact that
you cannot, with 'things as they are, just
talk about a good or bad loudspeaker. it is
set plus loudspeaker which produces the
final result.

So when buying a new speaker

test the speaker on the set you are to use.
Secondly, on the question of efficiency.
I have frequently heard people say " Oh,
but the X speaker is much more sensitive

than the Y." The remark is as mis

leading as that which says " that lamp is
much brighter than this one." Each time
the question of efficiency is left out. A
200 -volt :60 -watt lamp is much brighter
than a 200 -volt 20 -watt lamp, but obviously

the 60 -Watt lamp takes much more power

from the mains and so costs you more to

speaker, -quick, like that-you take it home.
There's a harsh -voiced man talking about
lepidoptera-that speaker ? Do you like it so
well ? Wouldn't you like to remove some
of the plums from the speaker's mouth?
Listen to Some Speech.

Never buy a speaker on a music test,
always try both music and speech. Try
jerky music, too, hot jazz (if the B.B.C.
will let you in these days of sweet Hall).

try attack by brass in a symphony or-

chestra in the studio, or the piano. Particularly try speech in comprtrison with
music for " pleasingness."

We have at present no measure more

accurate than our ears.

So it really remains

for you to choose, bearing in mind to test
on your own set, to verify reasonable
efficiency, and to, make extended tests on
all sorts of different items.

" P.P.E." WRITES TECHNICAL ARTICLES ONLY. FOR

P.W.

and "
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the ship, the engineers and, finally, the
whole business of navigation as a means of
earning a living.
Before long he bad an admiring audience,
but as some of his remarks were personal,
the group quickly faded away. There is a

little betting- going on as to whether old
T
repeated himself, but the odds are
slightly in his favour. Passed a steamer
sailing from Key West, Florida, to Havana,

Cuba, to -day, also saw dozens of porpoises.
JANUARY 9TH.-All the navigation lights

of Cuba, Jamaica, Tobago, and the British
ports in the West Indies are extinguished,
owing to the fact that our friend the German
raider is still at large.
DECEMBER 25TH, 1916. --Christmas Day.
It's rather a strange experience to celebrate

Christmas with the mercury at 72 deg.

in the shade. The heat was so intense in the

saloon to -day that we were unable to do
justice to our Christmas dinner, although

the menu included soup, fish, turkey, duck,
ham, vegetables, plum pudding, mince pies,
biscuits, cheese, nuts and fruit, coffee, ale,
beer, whisky, port, etc. Last night I picked
up a message sent by Rockefeller in Palm
Beach to a lady in Baltimore wishing her a
Merry Christmas. We are now in the Gulf

Stream, and we hope to reach Key West
by to -morrow evening.
The Gulf of Mexico.
DECEMBER 26TH.-We

passed Palm
Beach late last night, the ()Teat society resort
of wealthy Americans. All we could see was

a blaze of light on the horizon.
DECEMBER 27TH. -10 p.m. It is a little
cooler. From below the sound of the steady
beat of the engines keeps time to the loud
choruses which some of the deck -hands are

the night this particular specimen prowled
the ship on rather unsteady legs. He happened in his perambulations to bang into
old T
" Hey ! " he cried. " Be you the Mate ?"
I am the Mate," says old T
, very
quietly.

' Tipsy " evidently didn't catch the
warning note, for he continued as before.
Mr.

" If-hic--if my bed-hic-isn't-isn't
taken to the fo'c'sle-hic-I shan't gonna
watch. You take my-hic--bed to the
fo'c'sle, or I'll-hic

" Here, Lazaius," cut in old T

, " you

take up your own bed and walk, my lad.
And don't come aft again."
JANUARY

5Tu.-A large pelican in an

exhausted conditfon ca me to rest on the
ship to -day.

The Captain had him caught,

Of course, -everybody

on this ship is wondering what's happened
to the British Navy, and why some small
cruiser can't be spared to chase this armed
merchantman. It is these isolated raiders,
which probably have a base in some part
of South America, according to the Captain,

that do

all the damage.

Emden."

Witness the

Some Interesting News.

We covered 262 miles yesterday and hope
to reach Norfolk, Virginia, again on Friday.

The news to -day includes a paragraph

stating that General Carranza, the Mexican
leader, has secured a sweeping victory over

Villa, and that the latter has fled to
Dubago. Our Captain was in El' Passo a

little while ago, and he describes the
Mexican rebels as being the dirtiest and the

most frightful blackguards he has ever
seen in his life. There appears to be a

Colonel for every ten men, and a General

A CLEVERLY "CAMOUFLAGED " MERCHANTMAN

"Where Was Robinson Crusoe
with Friday on Saturday Night ? " is the
latest, but My Old Kentucky Home " is
a good second. Four days more and we
arrive in Port Arthur. We can now hear
the radio .station at Miami (W S T) quite
singing.

distinctly.

DECEMBER 30TH.-Sighted the harbour
mouth of Port Arthur early this morning.
On our way up the little river leading to
the port we passed the hamlet of Sabine,
which consists of a church, half -a -dozen

houses, two pubs and a railway siding.
The land is as flat .as a pancake and is
covered with long grass, with pools of
dirty water dotted about. Seems an
ideal breeding place for mosquitoes and
fever.

Port Arthur consists of oil tanks

and machinery, wharves and store yards.
It is rather a dismal haunt, and stinks indescribably of oil.

An Amusing Incident.
DECEMBER 31sT.-Went into town to -day

with the Third Officer.

We tramped back

about 5 o'clock, having missed the last
tram. Owing to the fact that the Third

Officer had got a touch of malaria, he was

pretty well raving by the time we got
back to the ship, and old T-, thinking
he was drunk, handled him pretty severely.
JANUARY 3RD, 1917.-The Captain came

aboard about 5.30 with a fresh crew, all

three parts drunk. One had the astounding
nerve to go to the Bridge and demand that

the Captain take his bed down to the

fo'c'sle for him. However, he came down
quicker than he went up. For the rest of

A reminder of the days when all ocean-going ships were " camouflaged " to make them less easily seen by
submarines or enemy raiders. Our contributor started his sea life in a vessel of the same type as the
" War Master " above.

and the bird is now ,eating frozen fish.

It has a beak nearly eighteen inches long,
and looks like a gargoyle, or something out
of a first-class nightmare.
JANUARY 6TH.-Had the Bradfield Insulator down this morning, as we have a
bad fault somewhere. The sea is like
glass and it is very hot. The engines broke
down for about an hour to -day.
JANUARY 7TH.-The Captain let the peli-

can fly away to -day, as our supply of
fish is evidently not to its liking. This

afternoon the engines broke down again,
and we had to lie to for a couple of hours
while they, were repaired. Apparently
this was the last straw for old T
He
sat down on the after hatch and patiently
explained his exact sentiments concerning

for every twenty. The officers wear long
swords and go strutting about the streets

like prize. peacocks.

JANUARY 10TH.-Much cooler to -day,
but still fine weather.

To be continued.

Look out for a further instalment
of this fascinating series-

NEXT WEEK.
Make sure of your 4 P.W."
by placing a regular order.
Every Thursday.

" P.W."

Price 3d.
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An analysis of our correspondence concerning
" P.W.'s " star set,
FROM an exceptionally large " Cosmic "

post bag we have selected a number
of letters recording the most spectacular performances, and have published
P.W." as opportunities occurred.
But although the remainder of appreciations will not find their way into print, we
them, in

assure their writers that we are grateful
to them for letting us know how they fared
" on air " with their " Cosmics."

Their letters and postcards make very
pleasant reading for us, and not only
gratifyingly prove that our confidence in
the " Cosmic .' was not ill -placed, but will

serve to spur us on in an endeavour to

accomplish even better things in the future
that is possible, and it seems as though
it is hardly so at present !
Anyway, our constructor readers can be
certain that we shall not enter lightly into

the task of producing a three to displace
the " Cosmic." At the present moment
We do not mind admitting that we have no
immediate intention Of trying to do so.

But let us pause

a,

few moments and

survey, the "Cosmic'' -from the view -point
of a few of our satisfied readers.
And remember, all the following remarks
are perfectly spontaneous 'expressions of
appreciation-not inapired or solicited !NEVER HEARD SO MANY STATIONS
BEFORE.
LONDON, BARNSHURY, N.7.

S.U. : " Never heard before so many

stations on a three-valver of the Det. 2 L.F.
type."
SELECTIVITY EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD.
MUTHILL, PERTHSHIRE.
ALEXANDER CROSS has

carried

out

exhaustive tests and experiments, and is
" extremely well pleased with the results.

heard it agrees it is absolutely the best

three -valve set yet heard." Mr. Beswick
says he can easily cut out Moorside Edge
(which is quite close) and tune -in " foreigners galore " at " full loudspeaker
strength." He adds that the moderator
is " like adding a couple of valves to the
set when you operate it."
MORE EUROPEANS THAN HE THOUGHT
POSSIBLE.

-

" I logged
STANLEY J. GRANFIELD :
more European stations than I had believed
possible."
THE BEST T HREE-VALVER.
WEST EWELL, SURREY.

J. NASH " Cannot speak too highly of

it, I think it is the best three -valve set
I do not think
that I have heard.
there is a set to touch it."
.

.

PRAISE FROM AN EXPERT.
THORNBURY, near BRISTOL.
W. J. BLIZZARD : " I cannot

too highly

praise your ' Cosmic receiver. It is the
best I have tested out as yet." Mr.
Blizzard is a wireless engineer.
PERFECT SELECTIVITY-NO " BREAK
'
THROUGH."
SKIPTON, YORKS.
E. WRATHALL :

" All you claim it to be ;

it is just perfect in tone and -selectivity
. . .
there are "short-wave stations at
every turn of the dial." Mr. Wrathall
.

says he can listen to the long waves " with-

out a sign of the North Reg. breaking
through."

SIXTY-FOUR STATIONS.
LONDON, KENSINGTON,

and selectivity are exceptionally good."

E. J. BANON has logged 64 stations on
the loudspeaker. They comprise 6 long,
23 medium, and 35 short -wavers.

on the short -waves has had programmes

COVENTRY.

On the medium and long waves the volume

Mr. Cross tuned -in a medium -wave South
American station with his " Cosmic," and
from Costa Rica, Porto Rico, Malay Straits,

U.S.A., Java, Canada, Dutch E. Indies,
and nearly every European country.
-

FOREIGNERS GALORE.
BRADFORD.

_

E. BEswicKi built the -" Cosmic " for a
friend, and they and." everybody that has
.

SEVENTY STATIONS !

H. B. BURTON logged 44 medium -wavers,

12 long -wavers, and 14 short -wavers, thus
achieving a total of 70 without including a
number of stations heard only on telephones.

Burton says

" The selectivity is
remarkable.
I can receive London
Regional, Stuttgart and Algiers without
Mr.

.

background.'

D. C. LUCY : " On the first night, with
a low 20 ft. aerial, I got about 25 stations.
The list has gradually grown until now I

can get about 80 stations all at good

strength on the loudspeaker. These are practically all long
and medium wavers I '
entertainment

ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY STATIONS !

WICKEN.

.

EIGHTY STATIONS I
HALE.

LONDON, HAMPSTEAD.

P. M. CARMENT

" I am a

Cosmic

A friend of mine has built it
and up to date has identified about 140
stations on it."
enthusiast.

Well, all our claims for the " Cosmic
are more than substantiated by the above
impartial comments. Indeed, if you go
back to our articles and re -read them, you
will see that in no case have we ventured
to suggest the certainty of such exceed-

ingly fine performances as some of the
above represent.

And we do not refer only to lists of

stations, for other things are demanded of
a modern set than high sensitivity.
But you will note that the " Cosmic

is "perfect in tone," "thee selectivity is
remarkable," the volume " exceptionally

good," etc., etc.
A big " log " of stations is fine evidence

of a set's capabilities, so long as it is not
taken too literally. For instance, it is
probable that Mr. Banon's 64 stations in
London actually represents a finer performance than, say, Mr. Lucy's -80 in Hale. '

Nevertheless, it must be admitted that
both are magnificent indications of the
merits of the

Cosmic," which, remember,

is no complicated " super -het." or costly
S.G. multi-valver, but an inexpensive
" three " of the trouble -free, easy -to operate Det. 2 L.F. variety.
But it is no standard text -book circuit
faked up in new component dresses, but
embodies original'circuit conceptions. And

when you come to think about it, that
applies to all " P.W." " star " sets.

We may be setting a rather unnecessarily

high standardHaut; on the other hand,
when we are able to earn letters. of the

nature of the above, the effort does seem
very much worth while.
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MODERN MAINS VALVES
(Continued from previous page.)

I refer to the necessity of providing a

series mains resistance to limit the voltage

applied across the heaters of the valves.
This means a very considerable waste of
energy, for with, say, a couple of -5 amp.
valves we need a voltage across them of
only 12 or 14 volts, and we have to dissipate the rest of the total pressure of the
mains in heat. In other words, though the
wattage of the valve heaters is only a total

of 7, we have to use a wattage from the
mains of 100 in the case of a 200 -volt supply,
and 120 in the case of a 240 -volt supply.
Small Smoothing.

The new Ostar-Ganz valves from Austria

are so designed that they are placed with
their heaters right across the full mains
voltage, and as their heater consumption is
between -03 and -05 amp. the wattage dis-

sipation in total is only a matter of some

5 or 6 watts. The heater current is arranged

to decrease from -05 in the case of the

110 -volt valves to -03 in the 220 -volt valves.
So far no screened -grid or pentode valves

are available in these types, but the mutual

conductances or the detector and L.F.
Valves available are pretty good, being

to have far-reaching effects on the radio
industry. It stands to reason that if these
valves can be made as efficient and as robust
as

the present

D.C.

valves-and there

does not appear to be any reason why they
should not be --then the present wasteful
method of providing D.C. sets with energy
will be supersede 1. There is obviously no

reason why a wastage of something like

13 to 14 times the energy usefully employed
should be continued, when by means of the
high -voltage valve the full consumption of
energy can be turned to good account.
The drawback at present is, of course,
that the valves are not made in this country.
but I understand that negotiations regarding

the patent situation are being made with a
view to the production of the Ostar-Ganz
valve in England. Whether it will be made
by one of the present " ring " valve firms
under licence, or whether a similar type of
British valve will appear, cannot be stated.
at the moment, but I think we can expect
some "very interesting developments in the
high -voltage D.C. valve in the near future.
The Twelve Types.

For those who are interested in the

technical data of the Oster valves, the following details will he appreciated. There are

twelve valves available, in groups of three
mains voltages. (These will be increased

very shortly to fill up the gaps left at
present.)

Thus we have valves for 110-120, 150 -

TESTING THE " ELECTRIC EYE " IN ITALY

with an impedance between the two. The
remaining valves are the " U" and the " L "
types. These have impedances of 3,700 and
1,850, with amplification factors of 11 and
6.5 respectively.

So we have in these latter valves some
useful L.F. amplifiers which could well be
used in the average radio receiver. The lack
of a screened -grid valve is a pity, but this
type of valve will probably be forthcoming
in the near future.
Altogether the high -voltage D.C. valve is
a most interesting development, and it will
be watched very closely by all radio
enthusiasts throughout the world.
Interesting Additions.

But we have rather neglected the claim
to distinction of the A.C. valve, to which
class there have been some very interesting
additions during the last few months.

. For instance, there is the variable -mu

screened -grid valve which has been specially introduced to help overcome the trouble
known as cross -modulation, an annoying
phenomenon that is associated with the
screened -grid valve's liking to act sometimes

as a rectifier when it
powerful radio input.
The

variable -mu

is treated

valve enables

to a
the

mutual conductance of the valve to be
varied by means of variation of the grid
bias applied to the control grid of the valve.

This naturally controls the stage magni-

fication obtained.
The variable -mu valve has also been introduced into the ranks of the battery class,

but with these valves we are not at the
moment concerned. Volume control by
means of the variable conductance valve is
perhaps the best type of pre -detector con-

trol that can be obtained, as it has no

noticeable effect upon the tuning of the

grid or anode circuits, and also it does not
upset the characteristics of the valve in the
way that a voltage control of the screening
grid of the ordinary S.G. valve does.
Another mains valve of special interest
to super -het. enthusiasts is the Cossor double

grid A.C. valve. This is known as the
M.D.G. valve, and is of the metallised type
specially constructed to act as a rectifier
and oscillator in one. It acts, of course, in
the same way as the battery double -grid
valve, and is of the indirectly -heated cathode
variety.
Pentodes for H.F.

The H.F. mains pentode valve also has
made a tentative appearance, though it is
not yet certain that it will become a general

addition to the standard valve lists.
The trend of valve design still seems to
be to get as much as possible out of each
valve, and the result is that we are getting
the market flooded with all sorts of types,
which are not at all clearly classified and

which do not vary sufficiently between

Testing some large photo -electric cells in the television laboratories at Milan, where continuous experiment in

that branch of radio is in progress.

round about the 3 mark in the L.F. output
valve.

The heaters do not need much attention
as regards the smoothing of their supply,
a small choke and a few microfarads being
all that is necessary to Obtain hum -free
reproduction.

Far -Reaching Developm ents.

Naturally, the H.T. side of the set has to

be smoothed in the usual way, but the

development of this type of valve is bound

160, and 220-230 volts.
In addition,
indirectly -heated rectifier valves for A.C.

are available for use with A.O. sets.

Returning to the D.C. valves, we have a
rather peculiar range of impedances. The
"A" type of valve has an impedance of 8,800

ohms with an amplification factor of 22,
while the " W" valve has an impedance of
31,000 ohms and a factor of 32. This is
rather high for detector purposes, and for a
detector the " A " valve would be on the low
side. Here, then, is room for a further model

types to justify their existence.
(Whether or not it is better in the case of
mains valves to try and get the Most out of
one stage, or to use two or more stages of

lower amplification, is a point that I will

not discuss here. I hold strong opinions on
the subject myself, and deplore the race

for supremacy in the valve world.)
It. is rumoured that a really useful standardisation is being prepared, and that it
will come into force in some twelve months'
time. It is long overdue, and when, and if,

it comes it will do a great deal to clear up

the terrible mess that the multitudinous
lists of valves have created.
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No. 4. THE INVASION OF ENGLAND.
What would have happened to
England if Napoleon had had
access to an efficient network of
wireless stations ? It is fairly
certain that the French Dictator
would have stood a good chance
of achieving his life's ambition,
and that he might have become
King of England. There is little
doubt that his failure successfully
to invade our shores was due to

Eastern plans of invasion by Admiral

Nelson, Bonaparte rose to the position of
Dictator of the Continent of Europe. But

he was determined to be revenged on
England. He must humble the proud

Islanders, or sooner or later they would. be
the cause of his downfall.

1
1

Preparations For War.

The Peace of Amiens, signed in October,
1801, was only a truce. War was declared
again in May, 1803. Napoleon Bonaparte
at once commenced preparations for the
invasion of these Islands. At all the ports
and places of embarkation along the

French side of the Channel, camps were

established, troops and artillery concentrated,

and boats and barges got ready.
The harbour of Boulogne was
deepened, enlarged and fortified to

of their officers and seamen.
Bonaparte's SpInisli allies were not to be
depended upon. The British fleet must be

quality

AFTER his narrow escape from the
English and the frustration of his

4
4

the relatively slow means of communication at his disposal.

1
6

avoided, not fought.

*

sew*

The British fleet was. stronger than the
French. Even if more warships could be
in the
built. the English had the advaut

The plan was conceived, therefore, of
drawing away our ships on a false errand ;
combining the French and Spanish Fleets.
concentrating them in the English Channel
and then pouring his thousands of seasoned
troops upon the English shore.
When He Needed Radio.
But the plan failed because of

the
absence of a stare and swift system of communication. Bonaparte was thwarted in
two ways through not having wireless. He
could not concentrate his scattered squadrons lying in harbour at Brest, Ferrol,

Cadiz, Cartagena and Toulon, even when

THE EVE OF TRAFALGAR

give shelter to the vessels to carry

over the soldiers. At Ostend, Dunkirk, Calais and other ports similar
preparations were made. A vast
fleet of 2,300 vessels was specially
constructed for the crossing.

Many of these had stalls for 50

he induced the English to chase

across the Atlantic in defence of ma
threatened West Indian possessions ;
because he had no means of inter communication between them except
by horse-messengeri on land or slow sailing dispatch vessels at sea. And
he had no means of knowing where
the main British fleet was, or what it
was doing.

cavalry horses, and all were heavily
armed and numerously manned. Inland the country was one huge camp
with over 150,000 troops, a gigantic
army for those days, who were kept
busy drilling and practising embarkation and landing.

Thus, when Nelson, for the second
time in his career. dash -A off to
Egypt, suspecting the French squadron

The "Second Conqueror."

England Saved.

that had slipped out of having gone
there, Bonaparte did not know this
in time or he could have made his
grand concentration at once.

No wonder there was panic and

And again, when Nelson and his

apprehension in Britain. So perfect
were the arrangements, so admirably

fleet chased away to the West Indies.
the news reached Bonaparte too late

were the soldiers drilled and organised
that only two tides were needed to get

for him to act. It is true that the

lack of wireless hampered the English
Admirals also. But Bonaparte only
needed a six hours clear run of the
Channel for his fell purposes. Yet.

clear of the ports into the open sea.
Bonaparte reckoned that if only he
could be master of the Natrow Seas
for six hours the very existence of
England would be ended. The first
Emperor of the French began to see
himself as the Second Conqueror of
England, the emulator of the inva-

first, he must concentrate his scat-

tered warships. The uncertainty,
therefore, favoured the English.

And it was this uncertainty which
saved England from invasion. England, safe, was able to encourage her

sion of William of Noimandy.

But how to obtain the six hours

mastery ?

-

This is a reproduction from a painting depicting Nelson in his cabin
on board the " Victory" on the eve of the Battle of Trafalgar.
,

(Continued on next page.)
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allies on the Continent.

'I

And filially Bona-

parte and his forces were worn down and
defeated.

The First Emperor of the French would

sailed for Alexandria, only'to
empty.

that port

In the meantime the Toulon squadron
had been driven back to port by another
gale, but sailed once more on March 30th.

Five days later, Nelson, then in the Gulf
of Palmas, heard of it and, still believing
it would make for Egypt, waited off Sicily.

But on April 8th the Toulon squadron
was passing Gibraltar, and not till eight
days afterwards did Nelson receive the
news.
Admiral Villeneuve, who commanded the Toulon forces, in the mean-

gaze on the white cliffs of England on clear

time arrived at Cadiz, drove off the English

knowing what the dreaded English three deckers were doing and where they were.
It took days for him to learn whether his
own ships had sailed. Opportunity after
opportunity was lost. And the greatest
soldier of his day never set foot on English

three -deckers and sailed, on April 10th, for

days and long for some sure means of

soil.

Let us see how the affair worked out.
Blockading the Ports.
-

Wherever a detachment of French or
Spanish ships was lying in harbour there

was a blockading squadron of our men-ofwar.

But gales drove off our watching

ships from time to time, darkness or thick

blockading ships, picked up six Spanish
the West Indies. Thither, on May 11th,

Nelson started in pursuit, one month behind,
and with a weaker squadron.

The Battle of Trafalgar.

So far, Bonaparte's plan had succeeded.
Nelson was fruitlessly cruising in the West
Indies seeking Villeneuve, and that Admiral
was on. his way back to Europe. Villeneuve
reached Ferrol after a sharp fight with the
watching English ships under Admiral
Calder. There he gathered more warships
and sailed for the western Channel.
But the French Commander -in -Chief was

THE DEATH OF ENGLAND'S HERO

from the West Indies to England. -And
when news, travelling slowly, that Villeneuve was waiting in uncertainty at Cadiz,
reached London,- Nelson was instantly
dispatched with the available British forces

to hold the combined French and Spanish
fleets in check.
What Would Have Happened.
Yet, if Bonaparte had only had the

means of long-distance signalling, in other
words wireless, he would have diverted
Villeneuve at sea on his way to Ferrol from

the West Indies to make his rendezvous
with the Brest squadron in the English

Channel, and so cover the great flotilla and
army of invasion for the precious six hours
- needed for the descent on the British coasts.
But Bonaparte had no means of signalling to his over -cautious Admiral. When
messengers on horse -back reached him with
the news that Villeneuve and his great fleet
were still at Cadiz the.Emperor was furious.
Immediately dispatch riders were sent with
orders to Villeneuve to proceed to sea and
to carry out the plan of invasion. It was
too late. Nelson was Already sailing across
the Bay of Biscay. And when Villeneuve
finally sailed from Cadiz with 33 ships -of -the -

line in. order of battle, Nelson's advanced
scouts were in the offing to observe and
report his movements.
It Might Have Been.

Villeneuve was headed to the south,

.away from England ; and two days later,
the rival fleets never having lost touch with

each other, the great battle of Trafalgar
was fought and the combined French and
Spanish Fleets beaten.
Bonaparte's hope of invasion was dashed

by this

defeat.

The vast camps were

deserted, the thousands of flat -boats left to
rot on the shores, the specially constructed
harbours gradually filled up with mud, the
batteries for their defence were dismantled.
The " Army of England " was dispersed to
other theatres of war and Bonaparte

abandoned all further plans for the sub-

jection of England by invasion. So ended
the threat to this country conceived by the
great strategist. And the plan failed
because of lack of means of swift signalling

over a distance. If Bonaparte had had
wireless at his disposal Britain might now
be a French province.

t

The scene when Nelson was fatally wounded by a bullet from one of the French ships at Trafalgar.

weather gave opportunities for the ships in
harbour to elude those at sea.

The trouble was that once the French
and Spanish ships, seeking to escape and
join forces, were out of sight of land their
further movements were unknown to the
great strategist who sought to combine
them.

Off to the West Indies.

In the early days of 1805 the first move-

ments of the would-be invaders began.
The French ships stole out of Rochefort
and made for the West Indies. Admiral.
Cochrane started in pursuit. Six days
later, while Nelson was sheltering from a
gale, the French squadron in Toulon escaped.

Nelson supposed it had gone to Egypt and

uncertain of the whereabouts of Nelson.
Bonaparte knew Nelson had gone to the

West Indies through reports from dispatch
vessels) but he had no means of informing
Villeneuve, who had now 29 ships -of -the line. If Villeneuve had sailed straight for
the English Channel, picking up the Brest
fleet and the Allied ships of Spain at Cadiz,
the great plan for the invasion of England
could have succeeded.

In the event, Villeneuve lost time and
finally, through a false report that Nelson
was near him, retreated into Cadiz. And
there he waited, losing the precious days
until ordered out to sea by Bonaparte,

only to meet his fate at the battle of

Trafalgar.
For, in the meantime, Nelson had returned

SHORT WAVES FOR MAINS
SETS,
An Interesting Tip.
SHORT-WAVE adaptors that make it unnecessary to build a special set for re-

ceiving on this interesting band are
very popular at the present, but so are all mains sets with A.C. or unsmoothed D.C.
on the filaments of the valves. Unfortunately, these sorts of current are not usually
suitable in the ordinary way for an adaptor,
which gets its filament current from the set
via a plug that goes into the detector valve
socket.

This does not mean that the owner of
such a set must have a complete and separate

multi -valve set for short-wave work. Most
mains sets have provision for a pick-up, and
a single valve set for short -waves with its

own batteries can easily be arranged to

"plug in " instead of the pick-up.
The output from the single-valver goes
to the primary of an. L.F. transformer,. and
the secondary goes across a suitable plug for
the pick-up socket.
A. S. C.
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FOR LONGER

LISSEN POWER PENTODE

The Lissen Power Pentode ValveP.T.225-puts new power into your
lobdspeaker, and new brilliance of tone,
too. Use it instead of a power valve
and at once you get a
tremendous step-up in
volume.
Ask for Lissen
P.T.225.

'rice

NEW LISSEN METALLISED
SCREENED

GRID

VALVE

will give you much higher amplification
without instability. Lissen .research
-

has succeeded in reducing the inter.

electrode capacity of this Screened Grid
Valve to the minute figure of bot
micro-microf arads,
(Inter -electrode
capacity causes instability and howling),
The magnification figUre
of this valve has been
increased to r000. To get
immensely increased range,
ask for Lissen S.G.2r5,

LISSEN DETECTOR VALVE
H.L.2ro-livens up your tuning, gives.

you greater sensitivity, passes a crisper,
more powerful signal on to the L.P.
stage of your receiver, and
you

get

louder,

radio altogether.

cleareg

Price

LISSEN LIMITED, WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested an
Found-

people, but for me there's no finer siAt
than a row of tiny houses each with its

individual aerial.

They are the visible evidences of an
entertainment and intellectual advance-

ment. And don't they bring in the stations
when they've got good little sets on the ends
of them ? All of which is by way of an
PLEASE NOTE.

which is shown in the accompanying photograph.
Indeed, its construction is

=

for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
Technical Department with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal super-

very robust and it has heavy

vanes, strong spindles, and
precision bearings. The slow-

The screening is complete,

_ vision of the Technical Editor.
We should like to point out that we
prefer to receive production samples

the average.
Dial illumination is arranged for, and the
condenser can be obtained either with drum
or dial drive in 2-, 3-, and 4 -gang types.

subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as guides to buyers

motion drive is as good as any
we have encountered.
SAFEGUARDING YOUR SET.

ONE of the most important items in any
electrical installation is the fuse. A

wireless set is an electrical installation,
but of a low -power order. Nevertheless,

even a battery set can with advantage
employ a fuse.

The usual plan is to insert a fuse in the

negative feed from the II.T. supply in order
to protect the valves against an accidental
application of H.T. voltage.
It needs to be a fuse which will quickly

" blow " at the relatively small current
which represents the safety limit of a valve

GOLD -FILM FUSES

Manufacturers and traders are invited

to submit radio apparatus of any kind

picked from stock, and that we cannot,
in any circumstances, undertake to
return them, as it is our practice a thoroughly to dissect much of the gear
in the course of our investigations !
And readers should note that the

and each section is shielded
from the other. In spite of all this, however, the component is rather smiler than

I have also had the opportunity of testing the new " Lotus " Dual -Wave Coil,

which can be obtained with or without

shielding at 7s 6d, and 5s. 6d. respectively.
It is a good coil, and its performance on

long waves equals that which it gives on
medium waves.

A third " Lotus " component is an inexpensive output choke designed for the smaller kinds
of sets. It maintains an inductance of just under twenty
henries when a current of 12
milliamperes flows through it.

It retails at

should sell well

those
constructors
among

5s.

6d., and

= and are, therefore, framed up in a readily
readable manner, free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.
E7-

introduction to " Aerialite," a product of the
Aerialite Co., of. Manchester, which should
- command big sales.

" Aerialite " is an insulated aerial wire,

and it

is,

in my opinion, an excellent

material. There are 7 good strands of

copper enclosed within a tough, weatherproof insulating covering.

It ought to last for years and give good
service even without insulation.

THREE "LOTUS " COMPONENTS

within the im-

filament and which will not deteriorate with
time.

plied limitation,
although t h e

possibility of a

The " Microfuse," a product of Micro fuses, Ltd., appears to me to fulfil these
conditions adequately.

It embodies a thin, gold film which, of
course, cannot depreciate, and it " blows "

power

larger

valve being employed at a

future date should always be
remembered, in which case a
somewhat " larger " choke (in
an electrical sense, that is)
would be needed.

However, at its price and

at a speed which does not give a valve

for its purpose, this new
" Lotus " choke is a good
proposition.

of types and ratings, from one which is

Messrs. The Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd., have published
a new list concerning their
complete range of fixed and
variable resistances and their
new T3 Volume Controls.
Incidentally, .this list con-

filament even time to start warming up !
A condenser discharge will burn it out,
as I have discovered myself in tests.
Microfuses are available in a wide range

designed to carry only 3 milliamperes up
to i--ampere types suitable for mains sets.
A FIRST-CLASS "GANG."

The problems of variable condenser
design are largely of a mechanical nature,
especially with the ganged models. Successful ganging demands much more than
a mere linking of similarly shaped groups
of vanes.

The slightest " looseness " or whip is
liable to drop the efficiency of the set in

which the component is operating to a sur-

prising extent-surprising, that is, to those

unacquainted with the effect.

But there are no such faults in the

" Lotus " gang, a two -section model of

A USEFUL LIST.

tains a page of diagrams on
" How to Connect Volume
Controls,"

which

the con-

structor should find of interest and value.

" AERIALITE."

I like an outdoor aerial

above all other forms of radio
antenna. It may not be
aesthetic in the eyes of some

Ti

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n

whose sets come

The Microtuse elements are incorrodible.

=

The "Lotus" Two -Gang Condenser, Dual -Wave Coil and
Output Choke.
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TO

WITHOUT DISTORTION
Solve any radio problem with
a Pifco " All -in -One" Radiometer. Distortion,weakness,
or even a complete fade-out
-whatever the trouble, this

Regentone built this magnificent all -electric receiver;
Regentone, who have specialised in all -electric radio

for over seven years. It is the receiver of truthful
tone-from a whisper to full volume without distortion. It has a specially designed, engineer built

marvellous instrument

shows the cause in a few
minutes. It is invaluable

to every radio owner-

modern circuit, built into a distinctive dual -tone walnut
cabinet, and operating entirely from your electric light.
It has a built-in moving coil speaker. Super -selective
tuning.

novice or expert. Saves
its first cost over and
over again. No other

instrument in the

Only one switch for mains supply, medium

world like it.

and long waves, and gramophone pick-up. Illuminated
tuning dial marked in wave -lengths. Completely self-

Standard Model for
Battery Sets only,

12'6

contained.

Study its advantages for yourself, in your own home,
or at your usual dealer's. He will be glad to arrange

De Luxe High Re.-

Or write
to us for

Mains Unps,

sistoga .1.1.:todelfoti

Ele'ctrie

eeivers aqd

it.

full details of

this and other

Regentone
products.

Or 39/6 down
Including B.V.A. salves
and royalties.

For A.C. Mains

200/

250 co/is, 40/60 cycles.

SPECIAL 25 -CYCLE
MODEL 1 / - EXTRA

Write for full
particulars and

Ask to see the
" All - in - One "
Radiometer at
your radio or electrical dealers:

Lor.72..

Leaf let on request
from Patentees :

PIFCO LTD.,
HIGH STREET,

MANCHES TER.

hire purchase
terms

of this

and other
Regentone
products.

Mains Un its
from 7,'B down

REGENTONE LIMITED, Regentone House, 21, Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4
Telephone: Central 8.745( 5 lines).
Irish Free Slate Distributors: Kelly cf; Shia, Ltd., 47, Fleet Street, Dublin,

.......
A
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QUERY
CORNER

ECKER LEl

Don't address your letters direct to Capt.
Eckersley ; a selection of those receivedby the Query Department in the ordinm,
way will be answered by him.

Uuder the above title, week by week,
cur Chief Radio Consultant comments
on radio queries submitted by " P.W."
readers.

local sparrow or a cat sneezing on a local._
What -a row there'd
pleasure listentiw----co That : singing-it
would all be drowned by the other noises !
No ! The excellence of communication
is determined by one simple ratio, the ratio

--tele-graph, by brOadcasting, hy,
anything, is -only determined by the sigr:al
to noise ratio;

takes the form of a piece of copper bolted
to the side of the box.
" Will merely bolting this copper to the

to hear c; ,the intensity Of the sounds you
don't Witiit to hear.

amplification, I have noticed a peculiar

box be satisfactory, or would it be advisable

atmospherics or local trams or refrigerators

Should Screens be Soldered ?

_w.twinctitsforj.---- t

2t n.,

:roof !

set consisting of an S.G., detector and 1 L.F.
e.

The H.F. stage is mounted in a

copper box, hut it has been necessary for
me to extend the screening on One side of
this box.

This additional screening merely

to solder the two together so as to make

of the intensity of the sounds you want

N. (Elthara).H" In my receivelt, which
has two resistance coupled. stages of L.F.

If a station is weak, but there are no

effect. If I switch the set on and tune-in.a
loud station no. difference in results can be

or lifts, then you can magnify that station
to full volume if a station is very, very
weak, but stronger than the interference,
then your own set starts making a noise in

perfect metallic contact ? "
Bolted screening is not perfect screening

unless it brings the surfaces into really
good contact all the way, when, of course,
it is the same as soldered screening. But
prefect screening is not always necessary.

itself, and you will get a roar drowning- the
very, very weak station.

If the station is strong but the interference strong, too, you must magnify

If you have a high gain per stage, if it
is necessary to keep circuits very
accurately matched (or ganged),

*

Removing the Grid Leaks.

observed when the .grid leak in the first

resistance coupling unit is removed.
" On. the other hand, if the grid leak in
the second unit (this is the one connected
to the correct negative grid bias for
the power valve) is removed, signals

fade and become -very distorted after a
Does this behaviour
short interval.
indicate a defect, or, if not, what is the
cause

RATIONALISED SWITCHING

then screening plays a very import-

this apparent

I know of a set where the lid is

may for a time remove the grid

bolted on by means of a great many
siall screws. The designer found
this necessary because performance

leak, when either the grid holds its
chargi or stores it up as in leaky -grid

rectification, and then this does not
produce apparently awful effects.

ws altered before he fitted these
inny screws simply by leaning on
the top of the box.

Where -you do the same nasty
trick with a power valve wanting
mach more negative on. the grid,
-file charge is not held, the curriait
ttrongli the valve enormously :inereaSes, the power output is enormously reduced, and so on. The
symptoms you describe are cpiite

binther designs, rough screening

ti glee satisfactory. There .is no
hard-Yild,fast rule. If you wnntto )-)0 sure, solder or bolt with

lots and lots of bolts.

*

normal and you need not worry.

The Itig Noise-A Very Interesting
Question.

*

A. A. C. (Chigwell).-" I cannot
understand why it is not possible
to design a set employing: ten ,or
twelve valves, and, by sq doing;
increase the sensitivity to such a
point that every station in the world
will come in at full loudspeaker

contra-

if you have a highish mag. valve
requiring a small negative bias, you

ant -Part.

*:

of

*

The Best Form of Aerial.

J. E. (Romford).-" My receiver

one reason for the high efficiency of modern sets as 'compared
their predecessors is the rationalised switching scheme now
gue.. Note how. this Estenser, for instance,_ automatically
does its own circuit changing in a 'strategic position' between
the coil and the condenser vanes.
iwnithvo

volume.

" Surely, if the addition of a single H.F.
valve gives greater range and volume, there

interference and station together. You can
never separate them.
is no reason why one should not go op:adding
Short-wave technique in communicatthree or even four S.G. valves ,tith the ing 'with the Antipodes is only ,successful
object of obtaining super -range and super because the atmosphericS are very weak
volume."
with _short waves:- 'No other reason at all.
What would happen if you -tried to heatiot.
The excellence of a communication by

a community singing concert in Hyde
Park if you were in Regent's Park, a mile

. away ? You wouldn't hear -it !
But suppose you got a- microphone and
a ten -valve amplifier, and, magnified your
Regent's Park 'sensitivity 10,000 times ?
You Wight hear the eommunitY singing

=

=

but I should be sorry for you if, a taxi
tooted twenty yards from -that - micro-

phone. And the roar of London ! And a

you read Capt. Eckersley'.

can

replies to listeners' own problems._
AND REMEMBERCaptain f-Eckersloy's technical articles g
'appear Only' in
.

-

'

two -storied home. The aerial is in
the loft, and consists of a single wire
stretched from one end of the loft to
the other, with 6, down -lead from: the
centre thereof. The down -lead comes
'through the ceiling direct to the set.
" Can you suggest any way of improving

-

-

'POPULAR WIRELESS"
and "MODERN. WIRELESS."

11 ---

.

the aerial, as I do not think it is very
efficient ? "

It sounds to me to be a very good

IAd one just like, it way hack in

aerial. I
1921, wh

, ignals were pretty weak, and
it did me very well.
at=

ONLY IN

-

operated on the upper floor of

You should be sure that it doesn't run

too close to- any water -pipes or cisterns
in the attic, and if you have a good (damp)
earth as well, I think your aerial arrangements should he first-class: Of course, I
am suspecting that your. house is brick built, and is not damp at alL Sometithes,
with an aerial completely inside a house, a
rainstorm shields signals completely.
-:'

-

-
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By G. V. DOWDING, Associate LE.E.

This week.we are able to give the preliminary details of the " OUTDOOR" Three just
the- set we feel sure many constructors have been waiting for. It is an up-to-the-minute

portable set, which is inexpensive and simple in both construction and operation.
Embodying a completely modern technique of design, it is an instrument capable of
giving real service under the most exacting conditions.

superior, Tern -tins. 'qualities.
would be a fake.

IWANT to make it quite clear at the
outset that this pesiable set is not a
-

seasonal or " time -table." production.
As I explained in a previous article, we do

not work to a schedule, and I am entirely
unable to say whether, for instance, there
will he any set at all described in any one
particular month, even in the near future.
I freely admit that there was a time when
we ran set designs almost weekly. But

lie rt, it

Forgive Me for labouring the point, but

it is one which we of " P.W." feel very
strongly about.

-

And it has a distinct bearing upon this

new "P.W." Portable, which it is my
purpose to introduce to you this week.
Result of Requests..

As I have said, this receiver is not a

time -table or seasonal production. -It is
directly the .result of many requests from

that was. when radio was younger, and when

readers themselves.

tempo.

tion of a portable set ? " has been the theme
of a considerable proportion of our correspondence -during the past few months.

there were more new things to chronicle.
But we have to face the fact that the pace
of progress has slowed down into an even

Not that we are reaching an end of the
There is not the slightest sign- of
that. There will be continued progresS
throughout the .whole of ocr lifetimes :
nothing is subject for safer prediction.
road.

-

In

And if we have lost a tumultous speed of

development, it must not be, forgotten
that we have gained stability. We know
where we are ,these days, and to -morrows

" In -which number of

P.W' canl obtain details of the construc-

And we hive been unable to refer these
enquirers to any back number of "P.«'."
which would., _give them the required
infOrmation. For one thing, there aren't

usually many back numbers of " P.W." in

existence, a a " P.W." sells out too often for

that.
And; in any case, -ve haven't given you
a portable for. nearly a year, - And -there
have been quite a Few_ 'developments in
technique during that period of time. Not
revolutionary developments, but little
" spots of progress " hero and there which,
though perhaps in8ignifiCant individually,
are important in the aggregate.
We ourselves have gained experience.

It may interest readers to learn that the
Research Department has 'bin% and ex-

perimented with, no less than four entirely

different portables during the past few
months as a part of its routing -f duties.
(Mr. Rogers and his staff do

lot of
work which has only an indiresfi bearing
upon our published designs, for example,

our trade friends may be interested in
certain tests we have carried out with high..;
volt age ma ins valves.)
We claim nothing much in the way of
circuit originality With

A SCIENTIFICALLY " CLEAN " ASSEMBLY

aren't a nightmare of flux, swirls ancteddies
of new this's and thats.
Which means a lot to the constructor.
For one thing, it means that -he can invest
at decent intervals in a new set with the

assurance that it won't be made a back

average portable
1930 comprised.

A Splendid Exainple.

The "Ramp" Year.
Some 1930 portables

number almost before he has connected up
the final wire of it.

excellent pieces of work
for their time, - but
BUt 1930

It was introduced some months ago. It

still stands as the foremost ", Three -band "
three, and,no rivals to its supremacy have
-yet -appeared. I don't think they will for

!

was the portable
" ramp"

qUite a while yet.
Certain -it iS that "_P.W." is not feverishly

thents offered to, and
purehased by the poor
public,

were

simply

scandalously " done,7
in both conception and
construction.
, No wonder the pest able hs to some cOnsideraiile extent lost

day, every day, at its legitimate job of
testing out a whole catalogue of ideas.

One could take the " Cosmic " circuit,
change the first L.F. coupling, put in an
output filter, shuffle the controls round;

favour with ll*Ucrs.

bring in a pretty cabinet idea and serve the
whole up as the wonderful new " Colossal "
ipThsedf,or something like that.

Bit it wouldn't give better results than
Cosmic," wouldn't be easier and
cheaper to build, And wouldn't have

year, rand

sortie. of the instru-

scratching its metaphorical. and corporate
head for a "stunt " which will render the.
Cosmic " obsolescent. Nevertheless, the
Research Department is hard at work all

*the-

of

were, of course, quite

Take the " Cosmic " Three as an example.

.

our new " P.W."ports
able, but :we do insist
that it represents 1932
technique at its best.
And that is saying
quite A lot when you
remember what:- the

And

Our new " P.W." Portable is a complete breakaway from the Old-fashicinatiV
open layout type of design, where merely an ordinary baseboard and panel
construction is slipped into a portable cabinet.

rib

wonder -so

a**- :ordinary types
Sets were built and
sold Nrir.g 931 ! A

of the
-=" great ' eui
(Con l i a uateiss meal page,)
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A NEW, ",
PORTABLE

*

(Continued from previous page.)

overwhelming success of the radio industry

during the last twelve months is due, in

my opinion, to the public scrapping millions
of inefficient 1930 portables.

You could buy

You know the things.

them at fantastically low prices at the
" junk " merchants last year. Indeed, I
believe tens of thousands were scrapped as
absolutely unsaleable.

Let us extend our sympathies to those

few. firms who turned out what -were firstclass jobs for their time, and leap back once
more into the present.
-

This new " P.W."

which is not critical or temperamental or

heavy on juice, and which is always ready
at -a moment's notice and without
trouble.

Not that this new " P.W." portable has
had limitations imposed -upon it for sake of
robustness. I, is a very lively outfit, and
its performance is above that given by some

" fours," and quite a few " fives" of a

year or so ago.
.It has the advantage of newer and better
comPonents and -.Valves for one thing.
Incorporates Many Improvements.

Also, it has the advantage of our greater
Layout
you know, plays a -far greater part in the
functioning of a portable than in any other
kind of set. Yon see, all the batteries and
components and the loudspeaker have to be
compacted within a space surrounded by
knowledge of portable -set 'layout.

t ested proposition

An UnuSually Compact Design.

Many oE the problems have, in this instance, been solved by the introduction of
complete chassis screening. And --the
admitted losses due to shielding are amply
compensated_ for by .the greater stability
achieved. That allows us to run the valves

cloier to the theoretical limits of their
amplification than would otherwise be

possible. .And it hasn't been necessary to introduce artificial and wasteful 'damping

methods.

It is going the wrong way to work, as is
now plainly, to be seen, to whack up the
magnification in an attempt to make the
most of the small aerial's restricted pick-up,

and then have to " damp " down in order
to prevent the whole circuit from " spilling
over."
Well, we have successfully compacted the

COMPLETE CHASSIS SCREENING

portable is a tried and,

the necessarily small frame aerial, and that
introduces all kinds of problems.
,

set into an unusually small case, and are
able to present a set which is handy for
transportation, and neat and unobtrusive

which will give reliable service. It is not
an expensive job, and
it is not complicated.

for indoor use. If you examine the accompanying photos you; will see that -no space

has been wasted in the interior -of the set,

Good Reproductiot.
.It, gives quite good
q u a1 i t y, ,and will

and that it is a pleasant, even handsome
instrument so fax as externals go.

r provide you with at

Home -Assembled Loudspeaker.

least a pair of pro-

-

wherever

It is not a difficult set to build either,
No doubt many, of yau may.think that it

country. Many will
pick up a whole heap

ance of the various photographs, but as
long as the job is tackled systematically

grammes

you may be in the

looks rather complicated from the appear-

of stations on it, but

find it possible to pick

even the novice should not experience the
slightest difficulty.
For it a real constructor's proposition
with its -home-assembled loudspeaker and

-.and choose among
scores of programmes.

intriguing layout. I think those -of you who

are attracted to it will find it interesting to

they would_ expect, or

And I -have no doubts at all as to yuro.
verdict when you switch on for the first_

we are not guarantee-

ing eve.yone everywhere that they will

build.

But I don't think

want to do that. Our
belief is that they
would rather have a
portable of a robust

character that is
capable of standing
up to hard work, and

time !
All the " works " are built into a completely Screened unit. Nevertheless,
the assembly is perfectly straightforward, and the metal chassis is available
ready drilled at a price which is competitive with the more usual but less
efficient panel and baseboard arrangement.
.

Next week Mr. Randall will take up the
pen, and he will deal with the actual con-.
structional details. So now I will leave
you, but not before wishing you good luck
with your new " P.W.'" Portable.

THE PARTS YOU WILL NEED FOR THE "OUTDOOR" THREE
15,000 -ohm resistance as above (Graham
Farish, etc.). Note.-These resistances can be of
spaghetti type if desired (Lissen, Bulgin,

1. Aluminium box, screen, and baseboard
(Magnum).

1 Portable case (Cameo Carrier).
2 0005-mfd. variable condensers (Formo
mid-log line).
1 -0003-mfd. differential reaction solid-dielectric condenser (Polar, Ready Radio,
-

Telsen).
1 On -off snap

switch

1

(Bulgin, B.A.T.).

1 2 -gang on -off push-pull switch (Cordo).
1 H.F. -choke (Sovereign Super, Ready
Radio, Lissen Wearite).
0003-mfd. fixed condensers (Formo Mikadenser, and Dubilier 670, or small T.C.C.,
Igranic).
2 Horizontal valve holders (Parex and W.B.,
Lissen).

1 Standard valve holder (Lissen, W.B.,
Graham Farish, Wearite, Bulging Telsen,
Lotus).

1 2-meg. grid leak with terminals or tags

(Graham Farish " Ohmite," Lissen, Igranie,
Dubilier).
2 20,000 -ohm resistances as above (Graham

Farish "Ohmite," etc.).

Varley, Leweos, Tunewell,
Sovereign).
-

1

Telsen,

01-mfd_lixed condenser (Lissen, T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Ferranti). '
001-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier 670,
T.C.C., Lissen, Sovereign, Ready Radio,
Telsen, Ferranti, Graham Farish, Formo).
L.F. transformer _(Lissen Hypernik, R.I.
Hypermite, Varley Niclet, Igranie Midget,
Lotus).

2 2-mfd. condensers (Dubilier type 9200).

Output choke (Varley Pentode Nichoke).
Cosmic dual -range coil (Goltone, Wearite,
Telsen, Ready Radio, Sovereign,Peto-Seott).
2 21 -in. tuning dials (Ormond).
12 feet 18 -gauge tinned -copper wire, and
sleeving (Wearite), or Glazite, Soldawyre,
Quickwyre,
Flex, screws, etc.

1 Sheet Kraft paper.

2 ozs. 24 D.C.C. Wire.
2 ozs. 32 D.S.C. Wire.

-F;

ACCESSORIES.

LOUDSPEAKER UNIT.-Blue Spot type66K.
VALVES. -1 S.G. . Mullard P.M.12a, or
P.M.12, Mazda S.215, Marconi S.22, Osram
S.22, Tungsram 5.210, Lissen S.G.215,
Cossor 215S.G., Six -Sixty S.S. 215 S.G.
Det. Marconi H.2, -Cossor H.L.210,

Mullard. P.M.1H.L., Six -Sixty S.S. 210H.L.

(Note.-Many valves will not go into the

set owing to their height.)
Pentode: Mazda Pen."220. Lissen P.T.
225, Marconi and Osram P.T. 2.
BATTERIES.-H.T.: 2 of Drydex Blue

Triangle 63 v., Ever Ready Popular P.

Portable 63 v., Siemens H. 1 60 v., Pertrix
237 60 v.
G.B. :

3 volts for 120 v. H.T.

ACCUMULATOR. - 2

volts (Exide PC2)

Oldham JLV4, or other small portable
type).

MAINS UNIT.-(Should be small and give
120 to 150 volts 15 m.a. max.) (Heayberd
D. Minor, Atlas, R.I., Tunewell, Regentone,
Formo, Tannoy, Ekco).
_--
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READY RADIO
Thousands of "Popular Wireless " readers buy
their Kits, Receivers and Equipment from Ready
Radio.

There is

no need to wait for the

apparatus you want. You can order it at once
and pay for it by small monthly instalments.

The

COSMIC

STAR

The Cosmic Star covers all wavelengths-

short, medium and long. It will bring you
programmes from America, Australia, Africa

and Asia with the same ease with which
you tune in a Continental Station.

KIT
"A"
Complete Kit of Com-

A really up-to-date portable that will more than
satisfy the outdoor listener. Wonderfully simple
in design and operation, it will give first-class
performance under the most exacting conditions.

Complete
of
KIT A Kit
components,

£4:11:0

ponents together with

less valves and cabinet.

drilled), baseboard,
Jiffilinx for easy non -

OR BY EASY

8/6 down and

PAYMENTS

payments

panel (ready cut and
soldering wiring and
free blue print.

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
10/3 down and 9 monthly payments of 10:3

KIT "B"

Complete Kit of Com-

ponents as Kit " A "
together with speci3lullard valves
and free blue print.

fied

£5:12:3

KIT "C"

Complete Kit of Com-

ponents as Kit "B "

together with beautiful Table Cabinet and
free blue print.

£6:13:3

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
10/6 down and

11

monthly payments of
10/6.

12/3

down and

11

monthly payments of
12/3.

TO INLAND CUST031ERS.-Y our goods

are dispatched post free or carriage paid.

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.-Every-

thing Radio can be supplied against cash. In
case of doubt regarding the value of your order,
a deposit of one-third of the approximate value
will be accepted and the balance collected by

£6 : 12 : 0

monthly

of

8 6

KIT C

withcab
valnetves
and
i

£8 : 7 : 0

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
12/3 down and 11 monthly

payments

of

12

15/6 down and 11 monthly
payments 1

:3

of

I5:

2 Pertrix No. 237 6ov. H.T. Batteries @, 8/- each

-

-

-

1 Exide Accumulator Type r.C.2
Pertrix Grid -Bias Battery
-

Ready Radio Eliminator Type
B.S. supplies H.T. and keeps the
L.T. accumulator fully charged

5

s.

d.

16
14

0

I

0
3

17

6

la.:110

our Agent upon delivery of the goods. All goods

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods

The S.T. 300

is the finest screened -grid
three ever designed. Its wonderful selectivity, sensitivity and power make station finding the simplest of matters to the least
experienced operator.

KIT "A" £3 : 18 : 6

less valves and cabinet.

Free Blue Print.

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
7/3 down and 11 monthly ?ayments of 7/3.

B" £5 : 10 : 9

KIT

with valves less cabinet.

Free Blue Print.

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
10/3

down and 11 monthly payments of 10/3

KIT "C" £6Free: Blue
9 :Print3

with valves and cabinet.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

insured, all charges forward.

,ORDER FORM

11

valves
KIT B with
less cabinet

arc very carefully packed for export and

CASH co C.O.D

3

OUTDOOR

S.T. 300

12/_

clown and 11 montldy payments of 12/..

Head Offices :

EAST NOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH,
S.E.3.
'Phone : Lee Green 5678.
'Grams : Readirad, Blachvil.
Showrooms :

159, Borough High Street, London Bridge,
S E.
: Hop 3000.

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

EASY PAYMENT

ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to me the following good=

for which f (a) I encloe
(cross out line\
1(U) I will pay on delivery \not applicable]

for which I enclose first deposit of X

Name
Address

Name
Address
P.NN'. 7/5/32.

-

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

P.W. 7/5/32.

"P.W." OFFICIAL EXHIBITORS SELL READY RADIO KITS
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NOT MORE SETS

BUT BETTER
"OUTDOOR" 3
SOVEREIGN IS IN THIS TOO
n their " Quality, not quantity "

SOVEREIGN

I

ereign Components are specified. Proof

again of Sovereign quality. If you
substitute the Sovereign H.F. Choke
specified in the "Outdoor " 3 (Senior
Type -3.6 from all good dealers) you
run the risk of failure. If you use

SPECIFICATION
IN
COMET SETS

P.V. STAR
ECKERSLEY II
COSMIC III
COSMIC III STAR
SINGLE DIAL

WHO

Sovereign as much as possible you are
Make this a
assured of success.
Sovereign set too. The specification
is your guarantee !
hi other sets, constructors are already finding
the Sovereign Vario-Choke invaluable. The
latest contribution by Sovereign to Radio
Progress costs only 3,6. Make certain you
know about it before building your next H.F.
or S.G. Set.

SUPER

and many
others

were FIRST to manu-

facture wire -wound
resistances for radio-

BR I

mom

Policy, " P.W." experts are concen-

trating more than ever on perfecting
each circuit published and still Sov-

SUCCESSES
INCLUDE

RADIO

:j.

Wiley

OVERAIGN
:Hionno,, COMPONENTS
in. -,
munum,.

WHO

S.F.B.

were FIRST with

,

u,

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LIMITED
ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1

an

L.F. component giving

a straight line N.P.L
curve_

Wiley

SPECIFIED FOR
" P.W." "OUTDOOR
THREE PORTABLE"
VARLEY Pentode
Nichoke.

We're Fluxitc and
Solder, the reliable pair,
Famous for Soldering - known

lirtlatance 43 Henries (ao

WHO

made the FIRST bass compensated gram o -

phone pick-up-

D.C.).
Patios 2-1,

1.'75-1

awl

PI:ce

12/6

Waite for Section D

of the Varley
Catalogue.

WHO

everywhere !

See that we're with
you --when out on
that trip,
Avoid disappointment - - have that
musical ' dip' !"

1-23-1.

List Xo. DP 24.

Wiley
were FIRST with H.F.
Chokes, constant in-

ductance chokes, and
impedance

0

matching

output Transformers-

Valtiey
'WHO

were FIRST with a band-pass tuner giving a
square -topped peak and separation of 9 k,c 9
on BOTH wavebands-

arle
Advt. of Oliver Pell Control

Ltd., 163, Kingsteay, W.C.

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house, garage,
workshop-anywhere where simple, speedy soldering is needed. They
cost so little, but will make scores of everyday articles last years longer !
For Pots, Pans, Silver, and Brassware ; RADIO; odd jobs in the garage
-there's always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE
All Hardware and Ironmongery

Stores sell Fluxite in tins, 8d.,
I/4 and 218.

Hardening Tools arid Case Hardenin,r.

Ask for Leaflet on improved rnethsi.

NEW " JUNIOR " SIZE, 4d. per tin.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lssts for years in constant
use.

Contains special " small space " soldering

iron with non -heating metal handle; pocket blow-

lamp, Fluxite. Solder, etc.,and full instructions
COMPLETE, 7/6, or AMP only. 2:6.

FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept. 324),

ROTHERHITHE, S.E. 16

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUME

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Popular Wirtless, illoy'Vh, -1932.
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of

Vienna is still goad
on many nights, and

THEin
c
inconsistency
on the part
of foreign stations
which was reported

Florence

tinental stations.

Completely reliable
also
are Prague,
Langenberg, Rome

had lasted very long.

It, was followed by

a- period (still going
strong!) in which
foreign
stations
showed a big all-round

Some practical distant -programme notes compiled by a special
contributor who nightly searches the ether in order to obtain
really up-to-the-minute information for " P.W." readers.
improvement.

There has been, in fact, a remarkable
increase both in the number of stations

receivable and in the volume obtainable
from the majority of them.
Despite the rather unsettled weather

which followed the long, cold spell, atmospherics have not been much of a nuisance.
Only at odd times, in fact, have they been

really noticeable at all. In the old days,
when there was hardly a foreign station
with an output greater than 2 or 3 kilowatts,
the very mildest atmospherics were sufficient to ruin reception, since the strength of
the incoming transmission was insufficient
to drown them.

at ranges of several hundred miles, field
strengths that would be considered adequate
in a service area !
Less Spark Interference.

There has, I think, been rather less spark
interference towards the lower end of the
medium wave -band, and relief from -this-

enables some very interesting long-distance
work to be done in the region between 220

and 265 metres:

This part of the band
contains a good many stations that are
quite excellent when only they have a

chance of making themselves heard.
If you cannot hear any spark interference
with the wave -change switch in the

"-medium " position and the tuning dials

Drowning the Atmospherics.

But nowadays the big fellows on the
Continent are so powerful that they are

pretty useful in drowning any but the
most violent atmospherics. So powerful, in
fact, are many of them received in this
country that recent measurements show,

IHAVE so many letters and queries of
general interest on hand that, this must
take the form of an " Answers to
Correspondents " section just for this week.
Next week we will revert to more technical
matters.
First, "H. L. C." (Reading) passes into
the H. A.C. Club with a good list of stations.
Incidentally, he says that " L. M. V.'s "
station on 21 metres is probably W 2 X B J,
not W 2 X C J.
Shoals of letters deal with the two
Italians on 42.9 and 44 metres, but I cleared
them up in last week's notes as Coltano and
Tripoli. It appears now, however, that the
lower of the two is Rome himself, on a new
wave -length.

down near the zero mark, it is always worth
while to try for stations such as Fecamp,
Nurnberg, Trieste, Gleiwitz, Toulouse P T T,
Horby,. Leipzig, Morayska-Ostrava and

-Lille.

numerous signals that come in on his

" S.G." Four without conveying anything
at all to him ! I have often said that the
only way to learn Morse, in my opinion, is
to read through the alphabet first, trying
to memorise it, and then amusing oneself on

a buzzer fora week or so. By that time
you should begin to recognise the letters
by sound sufficiently well to pick up stray
letters and words from some of the slow
commercial stations. After that it is just a
matter of patience and perseverance.
Of course, a friend with plenty of spare
time and a similar desire to learn is a great

help, especially for buzzer -practice.

1

All of these are capable of provid-

Beromunst er comes
in with plenty of
volume, but jamming
has occurred
on

some recent occasions.
Witzlehen is generally worth attention,

though it is only on occasional nights

that first-rate volume is obtainable from
Belgrade is better heard now than
he, has been for a long time past, and I
him.

recommend him to your notice. Katowice,
Sottens, Frankfurt, Toulouse, Lwow and
Hamburg are all providing first-rate
reception.
Some Good Stations.

Barcelona E A J 1 I- as strengthened up
considerably, though there are evenings

when he is not quite up to the mark.
Strasbourg shows great improvement and
Brno is at most times as good a station

as you could desire. Brussels No. 2 is at
the moment rather more powerfully
received than his elder brother, No. 1.

Milan has not failed to- provide good

reception for some little time, and Breslau
is just as good. Goteborg is generally to be
found at good speaker strength.

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES

our friend J. R. B.

At the top of the medium wave -band,

him
beaten.
Our third "H. A.C." aspirant is " W. J. P."

.(Redditch), who makes two guesses at my
identity without getting very near it. I
have told both the gentlemen involved, and
made myself scarce !
The S.G." Four has now enhanced its
" international " reputation by starting up

in the Canary Islands, under the guiding

hand of " 0. N." This gentleman breaks one
short-wave record by saying that ho is in a
spot that is " ideal for short-wave work."
Most people like to belittle their location
and to point to the receiver as the reason
for good reception, but " 0. N." is more
honest ! He puts the Canaries as " No. 1 "
for DX reception, after having listened in
several parts of Europe.

News and views regarding an exciting
and fascinating wave -band.
By W. L. S.

C." writes from Port Elizabeth,

South Africa, and gives 'an interesting log
of short-wave signas. " British is best,"
says he, when it comes to short-wave receivers, although he is connected with an

A Peculiarity of G 5 S W.

American firm !

He mentions an interesting effect on

" R. H. D." (Rhondda) is very pleased
with his combination of a Comet ' Three
and a short-wave adaptor. By the way,

G 5 S W.

Normally Chelmsford vanishes
after dark between November and Marchowing to the usual " skip " effect. When,
however, there is a strong S.E. wind, the
station comes in well right up to " closing
time." Doubtless there is some other local
effect that goes hand in hand with a S.E.
wind ; I cannot believe that the wind alone
can cause such variations in signals.

his list also gives him " H. A.C." and is very
complete.

The '"Ditza !' Adaptor.

His adaptor is described as a " Bitza "
I presume that he means that it is
constructed from " Bitza this " and " Bitza
that." Yes, " R. H. D.," sets of that kind
usually work extraordinarily well. He
claims to be the youngest " H.A.C." member, being 15 years old, but I fancy
set !

" 0. N." winds up by remarking that

W 2 X AD is always poor, and W 2 X A I.'
better, but both are bad now that they ha vi
pointed their aerials towards South America
(on behalf of the sales department !).
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and Stockholm.

ing good loudspeaker reception.'

" E.

Bow to Learn Morse.
" H. T. N." of Trowbridge badly wants to
learn Morse, in order to identify the

inchaS

now

best received of Con-

at the beginning of
the latter half of
April came happily
to: an end before it

[11

has

become one of the

1

1

LS

1
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I HAVE received a number of letters from
readers concerning the various points
I have raised in this " reminders ' page

and I want to deal with two of them this
week.

.

The. first talte-s me to task regarding
something I' said in the first notes concerning _the diffidulties which beset the -constructor who wants_ to run a radiogramophone from batteries.
My correspondent points out that he gets
verygood results from H.T. accumulators,
which he has charged regularly at the local
charging station.. I agree. with him that

excellent results can be obtained from
such a source of 1-1.T. - But the majority
do not want to be troubled with a battery

*-0-4.--4.--.1.-.7107-4.--*,---:+--40-4.---4.-4.--.-0-

Battery radiogram operation is
ifliscussed in this article of our_
' reminder " series, and some interesting details of one of the finest
commercial all -electric 'grams are
gveg_

up-to-date, the most powerful instrument,
I should feel inclined to draw his attention
to the de luxe H.M.V. machine, the super het. model 531.
In fact this is such an interesting

LEADING THE WORLD

of that nature, and it was with these in

mind that I wrote the remarks to which he
takes exception.

instrument

that I feel I shall be well

advised to give a brief description of it
here and now. So here goes :

The photograph shows what the 531

looks like, and a very handsome instrument

it is." But 'the inside is full of the most

ingenious examples of set design, though
it is so carefully carried out that the
instrument is a paragon of accessibility.
The mains part consists of a six -valve
super -heterodyne receiver mounted on a
chassis at the top of the cabinet, directly
under the electric motor. This is controlled
by a multi -gang condenser which, with one
knob, tunes a number of band -piss circuits.
A combination switch allows the set to be

switched on or off and from radio to
gramophone ; it also provides a " local "
and " distant " control which affects the
sensitivity of the super -het. when radio
is being received.

Below the super -bet. chassis is a three valve push-pull amplifier whieh acts as the
gramophone amplifier, besides being in
action on radio. Both it and the radio side

Two Alterations.

But there is a way of getting over the
need for high H.T. voltage where battery

H.T. is employed, and I was ,going to
discuss that next time. As this reader has
brought the point- up, however, I will

of the set are mounted in block form on

briefly state what I had in mind.

metal chassis so that they can be removed
as units if required for servicing, and they

With the somewhat small power handling
capabilities of most of the 150 -volt H.T.

vibration that might cause trouble.

are mounted on Sorbo rubber to absorb

valves there are two ways that can be

The Last Word.

employed to make the most of a battery driven radiogram. The use of one or other
of the new pentodes, such as the Mazda
I'en 220a, or else the employment of

In addition to the handsome walnut

radio and
gramophone set, model 531 is fitted With

cabinet, and the powerful

the H.M.V. automatic record changing
device that allows up to eight, ten or

push-pull amplification.

The use of dry H.T. supply having a

twelve -inch records to be played without
any attention to the machine.
The undistorted output power is of the
order of 4 watts and the input that is needed
from .the electric power supply, even when
the gramophone is operating, is only about

voltage of more than 150 voltsis an -expen-

sive matter, but excellent 150 -volt _high

capacity batteries can be obtained, and
with these and a good pentode (the one

I have mentioned will give an. undistorted
output of something like 1,000 milliwatts),
or with push-pull one can get an adequate.
output for really fine radiogram reproduction. But more of this later ; I have
mentioned it earlier than I intended
because it has been raised by my correspondent.

100 watts.

It is available for all voltages of A.C.,

and though it is, only designed for use with
A.C. mains it can be used -on D.C. by means
of a small rotary converter which turns the
D.C. into., A.C.

The 531 is a real de -luxe outfit, and ,is

capable of bringing in something: :like
'$O or 90 stations at full loudspeaker
strength with only a small outdoor : or

A Fine Instrument.

The second letter asks a question that I
cannot answer in these columns. It is
blandly : Which is the best commercial

radiogram, irrespective of price ?
Obviously, that is impossible to answer,
because it all depends from -what point of

But if my
correspondent means-. which: -...is the. mast
view you look at the matter.

This is a general view of the H.M.V.
Model 531, a super -het. radiogramophone designed to lead the world in

this class of receiver. It includes '
automatic record changing as one of
its -many --outstanding features:

indoor aerial. The price is 70 guineas, and
the receiver represents the very last word
in radiogramophone design, a design.. that

does justice to the energies of what AO
recognised as one of the finest 'research
laboratories in the country.
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Specified in the
" OUTDOOR " THREE

TWO SPLENDID NEW

MAGNUM ALUMINIUM BOX,

COMPONENTS
for the

SCREEN AND BASEBOARD
The "Outdoor" Three is availComplete
able ready wired and tested.
Send for lists including particulars of
the latest " Stenode " and a list of
Short -Wave Stations right up to dote
-Free on request.

816

HOME CONSTRUCTOR

SHORT WAVES
ON A.C. MAINS or
BATTERY SETS

Here are two Welcome additions
the range of famous Lotus

to

Components. Each achieves an
exceptional efficiency in operation
and is, at the price, a miracle
of value.

An entirely new design
of amazing efficiency.
This Short - Wave Adaptor

can be used with any type of
receiver

(excluding

D.C.)

whether A.C. Mains, battery
operated or super -het. irrespective of the circuit or the
number of valves. Price complete with 4o/8o metres coil,
cord and plug
59/6
Extra Coil 18/4o metres, 5/ -

The LOTUS DUAL -RANGE COILS

Designed for universal application.
The 'Aerial Coil has different wind-

ings for medium and long wavebands to prevent break -through

EURNE.JONES figg, CO., LTD

"Magnum ". House, 296, Borough High Street, London, S.E.1
Telephone: Hop 6257 & 6258.

Scottish Agent: Mr. Ross Wallace, 54, Gordon St., Glasgow, C.1

GNS Still Buys Our HANDSOME

!!!!

RADIO -GRAM CABINET OF
EXCELLENT DESIGN AND QUALITY

The H.F. Coil is suitable for tuned
anode and grid circuits. Complete with
wiring diagrams. Each

Screening Cans 2'- extra.

THE LOTUS OUTPUT CHOKE
Specially designed for high quality
reproduction in sets up to 4
valves. Inductance 20 henries
at to mi.A. D.C. Resistance 72o
ohms, voltag,e drop under maxi-

mum load only
volts.

7

Each

These Cabinets are soundly constructed in selected OAK,
etc., and polished a rich Jacobean shade.
SIZES : 3' 3' HIGH
22' WIDE 1 9' DEEP

Gramophone
Compartment

the best equipped

31" CLEAR FOR PICK-UP
3,

Wireless

For PANEL up to

factories in the
world, and are fully
guaranteed. Post
the coupon to -day

MOTOR

18 X 7'
Compartment
BASEBOARD 14t" deep.
Speaker
20" x 15" x 14" allowing ample
Compartment
room for speaker and batteries.
AND AT THE ASTOUNDING PRICE OF

2 GNS. !

for your FREE

PACKED FREE.

CARR. PAID
Cash with Order or C.O.D.
!

W. S.

Lotus Components
are made in one of

copy of the Lotus

vscricipmst,

Component Catalogue describing

Cabinet Manufacturer, 12, Nelson Mews, SOUTHENDON-SEA, ESSEX.
Trade Enquiries Invited.

Illustrated
Catalogue Yew

the

complete
range.

Post Free Ath"''
!

-

GUARANTEED COMPONENTS
LOTUS RADIO LTD., MILL LANE, LIVERPOOL.

POST THIS COUPON NOW

To: LOTUS RADIO LTD., MILL LANE, LIVERPOOL.
Please send me a FREE Copy of the Lotus Component
Catalogue.
Name

.DYSONI
,

5 Ce7 GODWIN ST.BRADFORD
2 COLEMAN Sr., LONDON E.C.2

Address
PW 7/5
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'me to be an expensive way of going about jt,

and.I should like to know why it is 'the Old
wires deteriorate, or for what reason it was
that reception improved when 'the- change
was made ? "

Probably the true. explanation of, this'is summed
contact." Usually, an
is subject ed to.
aerial, lead-in joints earth, etc.,
exposure to the weather, and Huts joints which at.
become
oxidised and
one time were good -and clean
develop high resistances.
to this,.
liable
Switch contacts are: especially

up in the single word

to employ a
and for that reason it is advisable4o
inspect, it_
cover for an earthing. switch, and

regularly to see that the contact surfaces are bright

and clean.
Good copper wire does not deteriorate noticeably
with age in so far as conductivity goes, but it often

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor
Tallis Street, London, E.C.4
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House,
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining- to wireless

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
forand addressed envelope must be sent with every article. All
stamped
Idle. Ltd..
MSS. not accepted for publication. .4 etc.,
to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H.
inquiries concerning advertising rates.
4. Ludgate
Circus, London.
E.C.4.which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
The constructional
articles
of
the technique of wireless reception. As- muck
and experimental work Carried out with a view to iinprovingthe
most recent, developments in the radio world.

the information given in the columng
of this paper concerns
amateur
may be the subjects of Letters Patent, and the doing
80 coins of the arrangements and specialties described
and the, trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS
" WHICH IS BETTER-MODERATING OR
FLEXI-COUPLING ? "

Many readers" asked the above question,
or were obviously in doubt as to the procedure with a set for which flexi-coupling
had at one time been recommended.
"Could both methods (ilexi-coupling and

between the two circuits, which is another
advantage. And as it is more easily fixed,
with less bulky and cheaper apparatus, it is
definitely superior to flexi-coupling,

From the above it will be noted that these
two systems of improving selectivity cannot

be used together.
-

=
=-

=

moderating) be used together ? " was also
asked.

The following brief explanation should
clear up most of these difficulties :
FLEXI-COUPLING was, in effect, an earlier

form of moderating ; a somewhat similar
effect of greater power and increased selectivity was obtainable, but itinvolved the use
of rather more cumbersome apparatus.

In a flexi-coupled set the aerial tuning
was carried out by means of a Selector Coil,
and this was inevitably a rather bulky
The coupling between the
component.
roughly -tuned aerial circuit and the tuned
grid circuit was by a flexible lead that could
be wound round in different places and
quantities to provide different degrees of
con ling.

IYlOAERATING also comprises a tuned aerial

circuit coupled to the tuned grid circuit. But
moderating gives better tuning for the aerial
circuit, which is one of its advantages.

It also gives a wider variation in coupling

;.-_;..

Both moderating and

r -f- 110W ARE YOUR RESULTS
NOW ?

flexi-coupling are

methods

of

improving

selectivity and conserving aerial energy, and

moderating is the better and later method,
and is generally advised in preference to
flexi-coupling,

"FOR THE DUAL -RANGER."

L. R. C. (Coventry).-Und6 the two leads
that go to SI and join them instead to one

side of the moderator coil and to one side of
moderator condenser. Then the other side of
coil and other side of condenser go to Sirand
you Moderate as explained in the articles.

It should greatly improve your selectivity
on' the medium waves.

-It is noted that large numbers of inquiries
are still arriving about points that have
alreadY been answered in the articles on

articles, it -being impossible to

Whatever your radio problem may be,
= remember that the _Technical Query Department is thoroughly equipped to assist our

appeared before.

= readers, and offers its unrivalled service.
= Full detailS, including scales of charges, can
be obtained direct from, the Technical Query
= Dept, POPL:Liu WIRELESS. The Fleetway
= House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

E A pestoard will do. On receipt of this an
= Application Form will be sent to you post
This application will
free immediately.
= place you under no obligation whatever,
= but, having the form, you will know exactly
Atthat information we require to have before

= its in order to solve your. problems. ..
NOTE :
= LONDON READERS, P
= Inquiries should NOT be made -by 'phone or
E in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.
rillifillIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

A SELECTOR COIL FOR CRYSTAL SET.
C. S. W. (Birmingham).-" Is it possible
to use a " P.W." Selector coil to make a

crystal set ? If so, I should like to try this,
-

=
il.--

='
=
=-..

oscillations in a circuit can be limited to one ' *

output of constant frequency can be assured,
When the crystal is associated with a valve oscillator,ofanthe
E and
European broadcasting stations for the 7_7
an an adaptation of this principle is used by many
=
=
" crystal control " of wave -length.

= Or one of the batteries seems to run down
much faster than formerly ?

lead from the
on the see, .the earth terminal,and
thethe
connection
plate,
earth to the earth and
the earth plate itself
between that lead
should be in good condition if maximum results
are to be obtained.

By the use of a carefully -ground quartz crystal' the
particular frequency.
*
-a

As space is
moderating.
strictly limited, the querists are

= appeared and is spoiling your radio reception ?

off the insulation, or some of the strands get
owing, to the windoet closing upon them. (Neither
is it very helpful to use rubber -covered wire for this,
as in that case the same effect occurs with the added
disadvantage that the rubber covers up the breaks,
although itself it may not be severed.)
Do not forget, also, that the aerial terminal

Quartz crystals have the =Lions property of altering slightly in shape when alternating current of suitable frequency is applied to them.
*

doesn't work pro=Perhaps yourOrswitching
some mysterious noise has

= perly ?

cleans
wire sets rubbed by the window, which severed

" P.W." PANEL, No. 70. CRYSTAL CONTROL.

THE ORIGINAL ARTICLES.
DI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r:

happens that insulators. get cracked with exposure
to weather, etc.' and a noticeable improvement iu
reception might be expected when these were,
imreplaced. However, this is not usually halt so
portant as corroded joints, and the absence of unnecessary breaks in the wire.
One common cause of poor results is that the

requested to refer back to the

repeat information which has

as I have a crystal detector and coil and I
ant told that With a tuner of this kind it
would not be necessary to use a variable
condenser.

,

"If this would be all right- for Midlaiic

Regional (3 Cr.:13.)-

,,give -

nections to the coil, clips which are, marked
A; B and C."
The Selector coil is quite suitable, and can lift
used:as 'stnigested without a variable eonilenser'
as the -ebil in cfnestion- is tappe'd everv- few turnS
and,.hy_rotating the Switch, you get a tuning effect
thSt -will sbe quite sufficient for your purpese.
The connections 'are simplicity itself. Ignore
al
terinliubl-13 -altegetirer, "join the aerial'

terminal. A, and connect, this point -also-to one

side -of -the -crystal detector:- The 'other side -of the
crystal detector then goes to one telephone -t&rmina!,
anif-the remaining telephone terminal goes 'to C on
the selector Coil, and also to the- earth lead.
That' cempletei the necessary connect -611S, and
you should' find this quite satisfactory - for the
station named.

'wsaisimarmatimaxissmairsara4

MISSINGOLNKS, No.. 33
DA MAINS

AERIAL EFFICIENCY.
(Lower EdCRYSTAL "

monton).-`_`Could you give
some hinton
s - aerials, lead-in
tubes, etc., in connection with
a crystal set ?

"- The, reason I ask is that

in twoodifferent cases I lmow
of Where reception got rather
'?weak and unsatisfactory it.
was improved immensely by

putting up a new aerial .o,04
switches, etc., This seems to

The three " missing components " of last week's diagram have been
inserted in the one given above. It will be seen that they were an
LE. choke ana the two smoothing oondensers.
.
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Wu Second time over
When you use

Parke -

Davis Shaving Cream, the
"second -time -over" shave

is just as comfortable as
the firsts and you can use

. ;E: ....

..;:: .....

the same brushful of lather

to dolit with, Parke -Davis

.

.'"e

Shaving Cream is the new
perfected softener for
stubborn beards. Prove

it for yourself and enjoy a week of
good shaving by sending for the
liberal seven-day sample tube offered
Free for the asking. Large tube 1/6
from chemists only.
BRITISH MADE
Next week shave quickly,
comfortably and efficient-

ly with the new shaveaid

FREE.

offered

Made by the mahrrs of Evtrzymol Tcoth Paste

PARKS-DAVIS

absolutely

EUTHYMOL (125A) 50 Beak Street, London, W.1
Please send FREE sampl3 tube Shaving Cream.

Address

THAT

MOISTURE

CANNOT HARM
THEM!
Don't run risks of ruining the performance

of your Receiver by using ordinary resistances
which will set up crackling noises at the faintest
suggestion of the presence
moisture . . .
use Dubilier Metallized Resistances which
cannot be harmed by moisture. Look at the
test carried out above . . . that's proof ! The
Resistances functioned perfectly after having
been completely immersed.

(Use block letters please)

HOUSE YOUR
NEW SET

Dubilier Metallized
name Dubilier.

" MASTER "

Whatever your Resistance requirements -ask

for Dubilier.

CABINET
want

a

are

worthy of that great reputation for reliability
which goes with all products bearing the

IN THE CAMCO

You

Resistances are manu-

factured under a patent process and

Cabinet

which will not only he
sturdily built and designed

for the greatest possible
efficiency, but which will
be a worthy addition

to your furniture.
Master

fulfils

The

your
For
ins. to

is

every requirement.
panels

14 x 7

21 x 7 ins, in beautiful

Oak or Mahogany finish,
only 90
Write for the
Cameo Cabinet Catalogue giving full details.

CARRINGTON
MFG. CO., LTD.

SHO1VROOMS : 24, Hatton
Garden,
London, E.C.1.
'Phone HOLborn 8205..

r.w.34

Works: S. Croydon.

1 watt

2 watt 2,1-, 3 watt 3;-.

UBILIER
Metallized

RESISTANCES
DUBILIER CONDENSER

CO. (1925) LTD.
Ducon Works, Vittoria Road, North Acton, W. 3
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

CASH-C.O.D.-H.

however, that transformer breakdown was
by no means uncommon, and many reasons
were ascribed for it.

CASH

C:O.D.

there was some corrosion taking place in

....
: KIT " C"

the wire,,, or -some soldering flux or acid of
some kind had got on to the insulation and
gradually eaten it away. I doubt whether
due to this cause nearly so
breakdown
often as to the vibration of the laminations

Author's Kit cornpletc with valves and

I cabinet but

cabinet and speaker
unit.
CASH or

It was commonly put forward that

12 monthly payments of -8/., ,
;

less

: speaker unit.

CASH or£8.3.9

£6.3.9

of the transformer and of the windings

or 12 monthly pay-

or 12 monthly pay-ments of 11110.

themselves.
If you come to think of it, the laminations

ments of 151-.

:

Lines

KIT-BITS pay postman .7cewleguedtdC2r.12..

8 6
Aluminium Box, Screen, and Baseboard 2 Forma 06-05-mfd. log -mid line 'COn0
10
densers with Ormond slow-motion Dials
12 6'
'
Varley Pentode Output Choke
6
5
Goltone Cosmic Dual Range Coil
- 2 1 0
Set of Specified Valves
0
1
15
Specified Cameo Cabinet 9
Sheet of Kraft Paper
-

KIT -"A"

i

CASH

worked loose or should not have been pro-

perly tightened up in the first instancethis happens more 'often than you might

16 i

C.O.D.

I EASYVVAY :

EASYWAY :
12 monthly payments of 615

I

,tenser, Type

- Ex5V
Set of three
'Cosmic'Coils
Set of Speci-

.

s. d. l

,

1

{

18 8

1

specified -

12 6

SEND

17 6

18 6

of three
'Cosmic'Coils
Set of Speci-

12 0

fled Valves - VI 6 0

I

Cabinet-to

y

ONLY

5 PHOTOGRAMS, and List
of parts with' details of newly
AMAZING . 60 STATION 3 VALVE RECEIVER.

iiiiii:e76iii-i7eiriii:
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

; Dear Sirs,
il
.

Please send me CASH/C.O.D./11.P. I

OUTDOOR 3 KIT AfB/C.
KITA/13/0.
COSMIC II
KIT A/E1/C.
COSMIC III STAR

ifor which I enclose E......'

1

.

d

s

CASH/M.P. Deposit,

ll

I NAME
It

ADDRESS
P.VV.7,(51 , .. . ... . ............,.. ,.

$

....

.

...

NASH PRODUCTS LTD.
93, VICTORIA ROAD, STEGHFORD,
BIRMINGHAM.

Photo Cells

arc now well known for their use in
commercial as well as scientific
work. For sound films, television,

invisible' ray, colour comparison
and photometry. Counting and
timing of passing objects such as
cartons travelling on endless belt to
packing room, motor cars through
a tunnel ; timing the velocity of a
projectile or speed of races; transmission over abeam of light, illumination .control, burglar alarm.
Measuring photographic plates.

former you should give it a thorough overhaul and tighten up all the bolts and make
sure that the possible vibration is reduced
to the absolute minimum.

The usual price of these cinema
photo cells is £5 : so or £7 : so

151..

perfect in their sound to light
These spares are
responses.

as illustrated.

Loudspeaker -Experiments.

adopting a smaller mechanism.

number of letters froth readers, and one

for FULL SIZE BLUEPRINT,

__, invented Simplified System
W PIP of Home Construction for an'

iip

L.T.

Lists :-

pyrometry, smoke detection,

-11y remarks recently on different typesnf
loudspeaker movements have brought me a

17 6

specification-

Board
and
Tags.
From

of the parts, especially the laminations.

If you have a loudly humming trans-

s. d.

Readirad
'Duotime Extenser - -

Set

fied Valves- 11 8 9

Cabinet as

1

Lists-

constant and quite audible hum which

-must be due to actual mechanical vibration

i
KIT -BITS
Post charges paid on
1
orders over 101,

KIT -BITS

Post charges paid oit
orders over 10/-.

.

.12 monthly, payments of 8/ -

.

Printed

chafing of a lead-in wire from the coils, if one

CASH

C.O.D.

Accessories

happens to touch the core.
As regards the coils themselves, I have
seen cases in which these were -so loose at
some part that a few turns could vibrate.
You will often notice that a transformer, at
any 'rate a poiver transformer, will give a

valves and cabinet. - '

Or

CYLDON Ex-

think-one-or more of the laminations will
be free to vibrate and may quite well cause

Author's Kit less §
.

Dynamo.
Boards.
Bench
and

H.T. &

should have

,

GUARANTEED.

Motor -

If by any chance the bolts which keep

-KIT "A" 1

,

'

NOTHING MORE TO BUY.

£15

the . laminations together

1cliiiiififitili

Author's Kit less :
valves and cabinet. I

6 amps. (variable).

that is to say, they are situated iii a strong
alternating or varying magnetic field and
are subject to forces which set them (or
tend to set them) into vibration,
Core Vibrations.

,COSMIC SETS
it

Fit a Station and snake money. 40/50
Batteries a day. Output 25/36 volts at

are in almost precisely the same situation
electrically as the armature of a loudspeaker,

We pay post charges on all orders over£-101s. d.

COSMIC

Complete A.C. to D.C. Battery
Charging Station.

only a matter of two or three years ago,

speaker unit.

'I
KIT " B "
Author's Kit with
y alves but less

ALSO

The "SUPER -CHARGER"

down is really a very rare occurrence. It is

valves, cabinet and

or

Given.

METAL RECTIFIER.

Transformer: Breakdown,

less

A.C.

Mains
Charger
Trial

Batteries
per day.

good ones, at any rate-that a break-

Kit

Author's

NP.-

2 or 3

TNTER-VALVE and power transformers
I are so Well made nowadaysthat is, the

3
OUTDOOR
As described in this week's issue.
KIT "A"
or
C.O.D.
£4 -7 -

Complete

The

Will do

Some diverse and Informative jottings about interesting aspects of
__.xadiareeeption.
By Dr, J. H. T. BOBERTS, F Inst. P.

pu_immpdiate
eltvery.

55,

2, 4 or 6
volts at
.5 to 2
amps.-'

letter in particular, which I have before me,
gives some interesting comparisons between
different types of speakers.
My correspondent says that he has been
comparing the. performance of some wellknown moving -coil and balanced -armature
units, these being all Priced about 50s. com-

plete-this is an important point to bear
in mind with regard to the moving-coil
speakers tested.
The. points partichlarly considered were
(1) the ability to reproduce 'transients correctly and (2) the ability to reproduce the
lower musical frequencies. The teats -showed
that the low -note response of the balanced-

'

.arinatuie. unit§ was limited to some extent

.,,

(IN)it/deed -on -Next page.)

-

storm and sunshine detectors.

and they are guaranteed

a v ailable because certain
famous' Talkie producers are

25

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218

mounted.

Upper Thames Street, London, E.C:4

-

Telephone: CITY 0191.

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.

And
Thousands of these tuners are in use,
we can strongly recommend them. No fur
ther coils aro required. Send P.O. for particulars and circuits-FREE.

EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
I 7111gCroft
Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

01 ........
)110e

%

The DAILY
.DAILY'SKETCH,
"

Picture Paper
^ ":1060:1000-0000M-
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TECHNICAL NOTES

il,gf

(Continued from previous page.)

by reCtification, according to the letter-.
In three of the moving -coil units tried
the flexible cone suspension was absent,

'

No
of thread

the -cone being 'reIatively.firmly fixed at its
circumference. Consequently the coil was
only capable of comparatively small moire-

ment and the bass response was definitely
inferior in these cases to that of the
balanced -armature type.
Furthermore, the reproduction was blurred and generally lacking in " attack."

Grips every battery socket and
stays- put even in portables
under vibration-the resilient
hard -drawn spring wire prongs
(not soft brass) ensure exceptional self - adjustment and
strength of contact. Side-entry,

Sensitivity of -Moving Coil. -

My correspondent considers that in the
case of the comparatively cheap moving:
coil speakers, in which a small magnet is

with patent loading device

-no tools

required. 12
permanent indications.

TECHNICAL

TWISTERS
112., --CONTROL OF
LOUDSPEAKER VOLUME

sharp cutting edge

no loose straggling

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

ends.

LETTERS?
The usual method of reducing volume
at the loudspeaker-as distinct from

411CP

the set itself-is to use a

\u igUi

for this purpose.

*

*

It is possible to connect this in several
ways, and the most popular is to use

No jagged saw -cuts

or cross holes to
strip the thread
inside the cap.

1

TVorks, Ponders

. . . . . . to one side of the loudspeaker, the ether side of which is

GANGED SWITCH

joined to one of the ends.
*

AS SPECIFIED FOR THE
NEW " P.W." PORTABLE.

*
.

.

.

Telephone: Victoria 6873.
2/6
posT CORDO ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS,

or

times the value of the

loudspeaker's impedance.

FREE

Last week's missing words (in order)
were :
F.

Resistance,

Series,

Large, Screen, Calibrate.

a. --

Tuning,

sed in an attempt -to. build the moving -

foil speaker down to a price, the sensitivity

'as definitely below that- f the balanced.
armature type. Bear in mind, as I men; tined above, 'that this does not apply to
roving -coil speakers in general, but only tale relatively low-priced- speakers which
.ere used in these comparative tests.
The letter goes on to say that -the writer
qes, a balanced -armature unit, and aees.no
.ason why. this should not .have as good a
cLuency-response- as the moving coil.
Everyone is entitled to his own opinion
the relative merits. of different \types of
' 'dspeaker, and there is as great a diversity
opinion as there is of speaker types. I
uld be interested 'CO have' other readers'
vs on these -points.
-

"OHMJTE"
If RESISTANCE
ALL values
front 300 ohms

toli"5 niegohnis

1/6

Holder 6d.

service 'phones,

leather headbands, L.R.
British, 2/6 pr., in makers' cartons;
single earpieces.
L.R.,
1/6; all as new. guaranteed 2 yrs.; microphone
insets
2/-. 91b. Parcel useful oddments, 6I-,
Electradix Radios, 218. Upper Thames St., post tree.
N.C.4.

Famous Maker

'

CABIN -ET for

7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Polished Oak, Piano Tone Cabinet (42 in. high, 241n. wide)
ON APPROVAL at Makers'
Prices I
may return at
our expenseYon
If
wish to
part with it. 3,000 client qc,B.B.C..you
ndtho Press.

1 0 / It desired

-EASY PAYMENTS
Wireless."

Radio Gram 65,

Offer !

LTD.,

68, Victoria Street, London. S.W.1.

The first firm to supply Wireless parts on
payments. Seven

Middlesex.

HEADPHONES. Sullivan's Double. 2 receivers wit,
metal
120 ohms. 3/-; ditto, 8,000 ohms, 4/
pair; headbands,
field

!

" There's no place like HOLMES."

,111-1111111iimilliiiiiiiiiimiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIiiiiiiiiiiir.:

;Continued on next page.)

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advertisement of Belling & Lee, Limited, Queensway

The ends of the resistance are connected across the L.S. leads, and the
*

Write for Free Lest.

BELLING -LEE

I

owing to the comparatively slight effect
of this method on quality.

Usually the resistance is

D

The whole flex gripped -copper, rubber
and braiding. No

No.

All Models from 35/ -

to £15.

easy

years advertiser in " Popular
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Month] y

Payments
TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6 Deposit
5/5
7 of 5/5
COSSOR KIT - - - £6/8/6 10/I I of 11/11
OSRAM KIT - - - 11011S 1916 11 of 19/8
METEOR 3 KIT - - £3/15 6/10 II of
EXIDEKT. Accum., 120v. £3 61- 9 of 6/10
6/8
BLUE SPOT 66R &
CHASSIS - - BLUE SPOT 100 U AMPLION M.C.6 -

-

£2/2/6

39/6
-

CELESTION M.C.
EKCO Eliminator A.C.I8

67/6
47/6

67/-

5/6
5/8
7/5

sa

7/5

9 of

7 of
9 of

4/5
5/4

iill\:ia

Albion Rd.. Bexleyheath, Rent

715

WET H.T. BATTERIES
_ Solve

of 7/5

New Goods Obtained fora Every Order.

AMPLIFIERS, 30/-.

3 -valve set, 45.

P. TAYLOR. 57. _Studley Road,
STOCKWELL, LONDON

REMEMBER !

"BETTER THAW WIRIEWOUNDI"

Ohm itE

ECONOMICAL

bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illas. booklet free.
Bargain list free.

Great Portland Street, London, W.1 .
'Phone Museum 1414.

Ott1.-1---1-\VUS

SILENT,

JARS (waxed), 21' X 1.1' so. 1'3 dos.
ZINCS, new type lid. doz. Sacs 1 2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with

H. W. HOLMES,. 29, FOLEY STREET,

;11,0%

H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING,

Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

PLEASE be -sure to mention " Popular Wireless"
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

LISTS FREE.

PICKETTS Plano Tone Cabinets (P.W.).

9 of .5/3
9

Patent 8123
chamber yields aeoustle
mellow
rich. full volume that
your speaker is rea lly
capabl e of.
PHOTOGRAPHS
AND

WIRELESS

hasP tOPULAR
he largest sale otan'yt
WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL.

%Wade hq
GRAHAM

FARISH
Bromley
KenL
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TECHNICAL NOTES
"WHEN
D.C.

Choke Characteristics.

MAINS
ARE
CHANGED

TO A.C."
You may have D.C. Mains now, but they
will inevitably be altered to A.C. at some
future dade. -So we offer you a Mains
Unit designed for D.C. but with ample
space left in the neat crystalline steel case
for the inclusion of the- extra components
necessary when conversion to A.C. occurs.
Excellent smoothing filter ensures freedom from hum.
MODEL HDO. 150, OUTPUT: 50 m/a.

TAPPINGS: 60/80.; Var. S.G.,
120v. and 150v. fixed.
Guaranteed.
-

(Continued from previous page.)

55/_

Only.

-SEND NOW- - - -----

Send me details of your D.C. and, A.C. Mains

Units,Kits and Components. I enclose3d. stamps.
Address

P.W. 75

I was talking in these Notes a little time
-back-or in an aeciele in "" P.W'." -about
chokes with an air -gap in the core, and
about the relative efficiency of choices of
this kind. The air -gap has the effect of

maintaining the inductance at a high value,
notwithstanding the relatively heavy current
in the winding*
If the ale' -gap is made extremely large,
.

independent of the value of the anode

current, but this is not really what we want ;
or rather, I should say this is what we want,
but we do not want to achieve the result in
this particular WAY, because it involves at

1 0 FINSBURY ST., LONDON, E.C.2
(One minute from Moorgale Und. Stn.)

ig"A"A""keWAP1"afg,3/44")

1E11SY TERMS
quality Radio
and Acces-

all good

Components
Receivers.
sories
on deferred
terms. We carry
adePROMPT

quate stocks DELIVERY,ca give
12
EXIDE W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCUMULATORS (120 volts, 5,000 mla)..E3Large
15 0
*capacity type. Cash Price ..
Or 5/- with order and 10 monthly payments of
7110. Carriage charged on all orders from Scotland.
This is the best and cheapest form of High -Tension
not

Light Mains are
Supply where the Electric
available.
and quotations will be
Send list of requirements,
Price
list
FREE on request.
sent by return.

LONDON
RADIO SUPPLY CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1925),

11, OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

TELEPHONE: National 1977.

THE " SILVERTONE " DE LUXE CABINET MODEL
The famous " Silvertone " 2-VaiVe- Receifing 'Set and
Loud Speaker combined. A strikingly handsome piece Of
furniture, fully worth 4 guineas.
No other 2 -valve set excels the '! Silvertone " for range,
volume and qualit,v of reproduction. The set has one

super -sensitive valve, one power valve, transformer coupled.
Single -dial tuning, with reaction dial: Gets long rant

short-wave stations. Latest cone -type loud speaker. A
clearly written instruction leaflet is given, so that any -immediately. 'Valves
one can secure, perfect results Price
3216, post free.
included-nothing extra to -pay.
C.O.D. 1/- extra. (Trade mhutries invited.)
Portable and
Batteries, Accumulators and Valves.
Single, articles at wholesale
Cabinet Gramophones.
prices.
C.

Send s.a.e. for price lilt.

edvers (Dept. P.W.) 20 teldtester S?.,London,S.W.1

*DOWN

88, Clerkenwell

Rd., E.C.1

Telephone:
Clerk. 4019.

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/ (Blue Spot a Speciality, 5/-)
Transformers 41,1-,, Heaclphons 4,/-, all repairs magnetised free. Eliminator Repairs
quoted for. 24 Hours Service.

Discount for Trade. Clerkenwell 9069
E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.

No need to switch oil. Listen
through the worst of storms.
nix a ' Gard' between Aerial and Earth
lead-in. Does not affect reception, but
provides constant and absolute protection at all times against lightning and
static interference. From all Radio
Dealers or Post Free from

GRAHAM PARISH. BROMLEY, KENT.

POST
FREE

ARD

from our own high- power station. ..The

Eucharistic- Congress is-- an event o! outstanding interest and -importance.
;' It is manifestly most desirable that -the

&tem, Applied For

-

'resources- of modern scientific attainments,
such as broadcasting,, should be utilised to"
the full to enable the world at large to participate actually, and not in the spirit only,
in the inspiring religious ceremonies of the

tt q'lD.......,-._
. :4';' -6'

MICROFUSES, Ltd,

Lightning strikes
through wireless
aerials. Make
your home safe !

"Given reasonably good weather," he

states, " between now and June there is
every hope that the ceremony of the
Eucharistic Congress will be broadcast

=

How to make
THE 'OUTDOOR" THREE

ORDER NOW

ETC.

3d.

is now ready for distribution. This
is not merely a pamphlet, but a 200 -page book
of unique reference that you cannot well afford to
miss. By reading it you will know us, our work,
our aims and 'how we can alter your entire outlook
TUNITIES

and earning power, wliateveryour age or experience.
Among other things, the Handbook shows the
easiest way of ,preparing for B.Se:, A.M.I. Mech. E.,
I.E.E., G.P.O., etc., Exams., outlines Modern Home Study Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Eke.,
Motor,' Aero, Radio .and " Talkie " Engineering,
and explains ._the unique - advantages of our
Department.
" ENGINEERING
Employment
OPPORTUNITIES?' -has shown the way to better
Whigs to over 120,000 of your fellows. Send for
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENCINEERINC-TECHNOLOCY,

401, Shakespeare House, 29/31. Oxford Street, London.

111-111111111111111111 En MX NM
Wherever you livesave 50°0 Radio Expense I
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WIRELESS IN WAR -TIME
ETC.

ENGINEERS-IIPGRTANT NOTICE.
The 10th Edition of -" ENGINEERING OPPOR-

your copy to-day-Eree and without obligation.

-Capt. Eckersley on

"THE VALVE

P.W.,

184-8, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.0.2

certainly be achieved.

In next Thursday's " P.W." :

ANIMEMIIIKV/ -

STANDARD BATTERY CO.,

ouring. ill three months to do what was
scheduled to take six months can almost

-

Tray containers extra if requirel.

BRITISH MADE

TT has now been decided to speed up the
1 construction of the high -power station
near Athlone in the hope that it may
be in operation, in time to broadcast the
Eucharistic Corigreis at Dublin in June.
The Minister for Posts and Telegraphs of
the Irish Free State has issued a statement
that he is satisfied that by careful organisa'tio'n the very considerckble task of endeav-

gee "Popular Wireless" Test Report in this issue.
Y

STANDARD BOOKLET SENT POST FREE
Any voltage _- A5 for 1-2 valves 2813
108 v., 3,000 m -a.
Any capacity
D6 for 3-4 valves X 4 1.9
108 v., 6,000 m.a. 4.°
Other capacities up to
24,000 m.o. Any voltage.

From A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.
*.:-..--4.--..-.--..-.--..--..-..--.--..--..-..-..--e--..-4.-44

NEXT WEEK

Absolutely

Thousands of enthusiastic users. Write for

I

This is a gold fuse-not wire. Put -one in your
set-to protect valves.

100% British.

required : the eventual replacement being
merely a matter of changing cartridges.

t

NEW FLAT TYPE from 50 m'a upwards.
Fuses 6d. Holders 6d. Complete 1/-:

.

Made on the famous Leelanchd
principle-ensuring an ideal silent H.T. supply
ITSELF
-the `Standard' RECHARGES
when the set is shut down. No recharging
MANENT.

ally, and, in particular the dimensions of
the air -gap in relation to the rest of the
design, have a very important influence
upon the inductance and resistance.

MICROFU GOLD FILM FUSES

CIO,..0.

THE continual drain on your pocket ends when
you instal the `Standard' which is PER-

A Speed-up in Progress.

MONARCH. OF THE MAINS.

supply

and end H.T. battery expense

very high D.C. resistance.
It is necessary to have a low D.C. resistance and a reasonably high inductance, and
'this is where the -cleverness in design comes
in, because the_ design of the choke gener-

THE NEW
IRISH STATION

WATES

STANDARD

the same time a very low inductance or a

t

UTE

INSTAL

obviously the inductance will he virtually

ETC.

you must join the

=

NEXT THURSDAY
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M RadialaddinClub
MI

Write for particulars, Dept. P.W.,
47, Berners Street, London, W.1. II
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INTERESTED IN LOUDSPEAKERS ?
Every set -owner who
wants to get the

possible reprodUction
should get the May number of "'Modern best
Wireless," which contains

A COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY

LOUDSPEAKERS

of TO -DAY

A CONCISE
GUIDE

The MAY
Number of

A COMPLETE
REVIEW

MODERN WIRELESS
provides in one complete supplement a Review of

Loudspeaker Technique,
a Survey of All Modern Types, and details of The
and Speaker-i.e. The Output Circuit.Link Between Set
See also

THE WORLD'S PROGRAMMES

A SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT FOR THE
LONG-DISTANCE MAN
:

Broadcasting a Volcano !-Long Wave
Listening-Station Alterations - Thos
Short Waves-Listen for Poland --What
the Distant Stations are Doing, etc.; etc.

The MAY
di KW. ''
On Sale

1 /-

Kay 7th, 1932.
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Change to an EKCO Unit and finish

with batteries for ever! An EKCO Unit
connected to your set in place of your
usual battery means that you will enjoy

all the advantages of an ample, silent
and unvarying current supply at high
voltage at a cost of only a penny a month.
There is an EKCO Unit waiting to give

you better radio at the lowest possible
cost. Choose the Unit suitable for your
set from the Table or post coupon now
for full details.

O
O
O
O

All EKCO Units are obtainable on Easy Payments.

EKCO

UNITS

H.T.

Model

Currentutput

Voltage Tappings

A.C. 12

12 rn,'A

S.G. ; 8o ; 120/150

A.C. IS

18 iwiA

S.G.*; 50/80*; 120:150

£3. 7.6

A.C. 25

25 m,A

S.G.*; .50/80*; 120/150

£3.17.6

*

......_ _....

E2

.,1.5.0

Westinghouse Metal Rectification.
Condensers tested to 500 volts.

All metal parts cadmium plated to prevent rust.
Choke and transformer coils wound on moulded bakelite bobbins.
Housed :blt solid drawn steel

case, oxidised copper finish.
recessed
Connectinc, plugs
below surface of case.

31 (N.25 and
Size, 9 x. 5
31).
25 cycklnodels 9a x 5

------ ---;

D.C. 15:25 15 or 25 m:A S.G.*; 50/80*; 12o/150
___. _

Price

Adjustable tappings giying three voltage ranges wilh
perfect, noiseless contact. Patented plugs and socket
fof quick and easy connection of wires.

£1 .19.6

Combined H.T. & L.T. Charger Units (for A.C. Mains)
L.T. Output
Price
Model Current
& Voltage (far charging accumula!ors)
Out- I arnp:at 2, 4 or 6 volts

K. I,
K. 18
K. 25

I amp. at 2, 4 or 6 volts

£3.19.6
£4.12,6

amp. at 2, 4 or 6 volts

£5. 7.6

Current

put and Vol-

-

tsIgmee-'01.-saiPid%

A.C.I2, A.C.I8
and .A.C.25.

I

Tappings marked
FIZ.11.0112i.13 CCCCC 00111C1513UGGC CCCCCC

are adjustable.

7sivocommaixecatsncn.alanes,Rareco.sectoesio.z,

To E. K. Cole, Ltd., Dept. A.9,

Ekco Works, Southend-on-Sea.

Please send Inc particulars of EKCO Power Units.

Isoc
Address

lroburn
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